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attend funding conference
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Soccer and volleyball action
at home this weekend

Democrats ask students on line at
the bars for vote registration
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BRIEFLY
Campus
Homeless
sought:

helper*

A Homeless Awareness
Project meeting will take
place Monday, Sept. 24 at
9:00 p.m. in 110 Business
Administration Building for
those who want to help the
homeless people in the local
area.
The meeting will explain
the project and allow people
to volunteer for activities
which will take place during
Homeless Awareness Week,
Oct. 1-7. Activities will include Tent City and Roof to
Roof Day.
Volunteers are needed to
contact Bowling Green
businesses for donations
and participants. Volunteers are also needed to
work at an information
table which will be in the
Union Oval next week.
Those not able to attend
the meeting can to sign-up
for activities at the information table.

WORLD
Iraq expelled from
Games:

The Olympic Council of
Asia voted Thursday to exSil Iraq from the Asian
ames and from the council
as punishment for its invasion of Kuwait, delegates
said.
Delegates leaving a
closed meeting of the
38-member council said of
those present, 27 voted to
expel Iraq, three opposed
expulsion and six abstained.
The Games open Saturday.
Sleazy surprise:

A truck driver who went
to a brothel in Teramo, Italy
expecting a discreet dalliance instead came upon a
shocking surprise — his
wife.
It turned out the woman, a
homemaker by day, had
been working as a call girl
by night unbeknownst to her
husband.
The story was recounted
Thursday in La Stampa
newspaper of Turin.
According to the account,
a friend gave the 35-year-old
truck driver the address of
an exclusive bordello in
Teramo and recommended
he ask for a particular
woman working there.
"After a half-hour wait,
when he finally obtained the
prohibited meeting, the
woman he dreamed of and
whom he knew only by her
working name turned out to
be his wife, housewife by
day, high-class call girl by
night," the newspaper said.
The report said the wife
tried to run away, but the
husband caught her. She
filed charges against him
after he hit her, the newspaper said.

Professor wins
$100,000 award
for performance
For one University professor,
teaching really has paid off.
The University will name Orlando "Chuck" Behling as its first
A s h e 1 G ."
Bryan/Mid
American Bank
Professor today, an endowed professorship which
Provides
100,000 for his
research.
Behling is a
Behllng
management
professor at the College of Business Administration and a psychologist known for his work in
organizational behavior and
theory.
Business Administration Dean
Fred Williams said Behling's
teaching earned him the professorship.
"Behling has compiled a distinguished record as a teacherscholar," Williams said. "His
sustained contributions in scholarship, instruction and professional service are truly outstanding."
Edward Reiter, chairman and
chief executive officer of Mid

Am, Inc., said Behling's leadership was also a contributing factor in the decision.
"Chuck has an outstanding reputation which we at Mid Am can
attest to based upon the consulting work in leadership qualities
which he has done for us," he
said.
Williams said a faculty committee selected Behling.
Endowed professorships such
as this also help the individual
colleges, he said.
"These kinds of things enable
colleges to recruit and retain outstanding faculty members," he
said. "The market is competitive
and it frequently takes this kind
of thing to Keep a competitive position."
Behling has served on the University Board of Trustees, written nearly 50 articles in professional and scholarly journals, and
is a member of the American
Psychological Society and the Society
for
I n dustrial/Organizational PsychologyIn addition, he received a fellowship from the Academy of
Management in 1985.

Toledo to hold
vigil for POWs
by Marvin Brown
staff writer

Among the Americans that
never came home from the Vietnam War, 117 Ohioans will be
honored by candlelight Friday
night as a part of National Missing in Action/Prisoner of War
Day.
The Toledo Vietnam Veterans
of America, Chapter 35, sponsor
tonight's ceremony which takes
place at the Toledo War Memorial Civic Center Mall at 7p.m.
"Although our ceremony pays
tribute to the 2,303 American
POWs/MIAs, we will place a
special interest on the 117
Onioans that are still missing,"
said VVA president Michael
Flowers, a Vietnam veteran.
"And among them, we will focus
on the nine that are missing from
Northwest Ohio."
According to Flowers, President Bush nas proclaimed September 21 as National Missing in
Action/Prisoner of War Day and
Friday night Toledo Mayor John
McHugh will follow suit by claiming the day locally.
The program will include
interdenominational prayers
from a Catholic priest and songs

from local musicians Bob and
Terri May. There will be a variety of speakers, including special
guest speaker Mary Kaptur,
Toledo congress woman (9th District).
The highlight of the evening
will include the introduction or
the family members of the local
POWs/MIAs. And the names of
the 117 missing Ohioans will be
read.
"We encourage not only family
and friends of missing Americans, but all those who would like
to support MIAs," Flowers said.
Although the candlelight vigil is
once a year, Flower said his orSanization will continue to push to
riruj about answers concerning
missing Americans.
"The government states there
are no more MIAs in Vietnam,
but that's hard to believe," he
said. "After all these years,
French MIAs have been found —
and the French pulled out of Vietnam before the Americans arrived.
"If they can keep French alive,
they can keep Americans alive.
We want to return Americans to
American soil. We are always interested in anyone with information in regards
to American
POW/MIA,'?Flowers added.

iO News/Jay Murdock

Going To The Chapel
Freshman Eric Lakatos (left) and Karen Jenkins of Toledo take advantage of mild temperatures to
have a picnic outside Prout Chapel Thursday afternoon. The couple will be getting married In Prout
Chapel In July.

Iraq uses company as a front
CLEVELAND (AP) - A
machine tool company seized by
authorities Monday was a front
for Saddam Hussein to disguise
the flow of technical know-how
and items from this country to
Iraq, a U.S. Customs official said
Thursday.
"It's an agent, a front,
whatever you want to call it. The
thrust of its business does carry
everything to Iraq," said Stephen
Hartkop, assistant special Customs agent in charge in Cleveland.
On Monday, federal agents
seized Matrix Churchill Corp. in

Rain likely:

Today, mostly cloudy
with rain likely. High 70-75.
Chance of
rain is 60
percent.
Tonight,
periods of
rain with
a chance
of thunderstorms.
Chance of
rain is 90
percent. Saturday, variable
cloudiness with a high in the
Compiled from local and
wire reports

State Enterprise for Mechanical
Industries, is run by Saddam's
son-in-law, the newspaper said.
The paper quoted Customs
Commissioner Carol Hallett as
saying the company was "purchased by Iraqi interests for the
specific purpose of illegally acquiring critical weapons technology."
Hartkop would not confirm the
newspaper's report, but confirmed customs officials are investigating the company.
"Whether these things were
part of a weapons program or not
□ See Iraq, page 4.

Chily's offers line
of new products

WEATHER

num.

Solon, a Cleveland suburb. They
sent its 12 workers home, closed
the doors of the one-story building
and froze its bank accounts.
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer
on Thursday quoted U.S. Customs
officials as saying the Solon company was a front purchased by
middlemen for the Iraqi president solely to conceal the acquisition of nuclear weapons technologySafa al-Habobi, the president of
Matrix Churchill, which is headquartered in the United Kingdom,
also is an official with a key Iraqi
defense firm. That firm, Nasr

by Tara A. Rainson
staff writer

mmx

■O News/Jay Murdock
Krelsher cafeteria worker John Pastlrlk checks out the cereal section of Chily's Express prior to Its Friday grand opening. The establishment It similar to a convenience store, and will be open from 2
p.m. to 11:30 p.m., seven days a week.

•v

Chily's, once an on-campus
restaurant serving ice cream
and not snack food, now more
closely resembles a grocery
store with a self-serve food
line.
Students now can purchase
everything from sandwich
bread to antifreeze, with
items including laundry and
dish detergent, frozen and
microwaveable dinners,
breakfast food including Pop
Tarts and bulk cereal and
pharmacy items.

When the debit card system
was implemented last spring,
Food Operations decided to
renovate Chily's, said Jane
Schimpf, director of Food
Operations.
Food Operations began
considering the arrangement
a few years ago when department members discovered similar formats at
other schools that used debit
card systems.
According to General Manager Amy Hoops, the new
format was inspired by operations at Eastern Michigan
University.
□ SeeChlhfs,page4.

US must learn
history lessons
Hstory repeats itself.
A, A. U.S. veterans were treated poorly upon their
return from Vietnam — only after valiantly trying defend the desires of the American government in Vietnam. Instead of receiving a hero's welcome as the veterans of other wars were privileged to, they were perceived as fighting a war we did not belong in.
That was more than 20 years ago but the arguments
that the U.S. continues to fight battles that do not involve our country are rampant across the countryside
once more.
More than 58,000 service men and women died during Vietnam, and countless others are missing or are
prisoners of war today. These are numbers we should
Keep in the front of our minds as we consider action in
the Persian Gulf.
Today, President Bush has declared National Missing In Action/Prisoners of War Day. Today, the people of our country will try to make up to those who

were mistreated more than 20 years ago.
Sponsored by the the Toledo Chapter of the Vietnam
Veterans of America, MIA/POW's will be remembered by family and friends in a candlelight vigil
at the Toledo War Memorial — but would it have been
necessary if the government of this country were not
so power-hungry 7
The ethnocentric feeling that the Unted States is a
superpower and has the dubious duty of protecting
others from the forces of evil is all well and good, but
should the governement not think of its citizens first
and foremost?
There are still 117 Ohioans missing in action from
our time in a country many citizens could not locate on
a map before troops were embarked there.
Seemingly war can disslove the current
problems of the day but its longterm effects should be
examined and analyzed before any country makes the
mistake of getting involved in an economic and human
issue such as war.
We should learn from history — historians study the
past to learn from it. In the same manner, government
should as well.
It seems somewhere the cause was lost — we should
cling to it in an effort to protect our own.
This is not a new concept in the history of American
wars. For example, the American Revolution was
fought for monetary reasons — the colonies were

reasonably happy with the Mother Country until the
infamous Tea Tax was implemented. Somewhere
along the way war was glorified into the institution it is
today.
Although the military's journey into the Persian
Gulf has been seen by many in a favorable light, there
are citizens that could not cite reasons for the involvement — only that our gas prices are increasing
everyday.
Is oil a viable enough reason to risk losing lives
over? Because of this, will the veterans of this excursion experience a favorable homecoming — unlike our
Vietnam veterans?
We got greedy in the past — a theme any history
book owner can attest to. Are we being greedy with the
power we seemingly strive for everytime we try to
impose our will via troops?
When we remember our troops in the Persian Gulf in
years to come, what will we remember — the increasing gas prices or those who risked their lives to fight
for a cause?
Will we be proclaiming the same kind of day for our
veterans of the Persian Gulf in 20 years or will they
feel they have done their country well —unlike the veterans of long ago?
Let's hope not — the prime reason we record our histories should be in effort to make our future a better
one.

Letters
Students deserve live instructor, not TV screen
Editor, The News;
We were pleased to see the article in Friday's BG Newsabout Dr.
Maggiotto's POLS 201 class. At least now it has been brought to people's attention.
We are senior social work majors and we are in Dr. Maggiotto's
"via cable" course. We do not like the technique being used to teach
the course. We feel that as students who pay to be taught by a professor we are not getting our money's worth. The technique is entirely too
impersonal, in our opinion. When taking a course we want the professor to be there in the same room and accessible. Instead we are forced
to watch an image of Dr. Maggiotto on a screen every other class and
not be able to discuss any questions or points we may have if they
happen to arise. If we had wanted this kind of education we would
have gone to Ohio State.
We realize that this is not one man. This is not meant as a personal
attack on Dr. Maggiotto. We are upset because the political science
department is so understaffed that we cannot get the education we expect. You would think that with the constant tuition increases and all
the money we as students give to this University that they would be
able to provide us with a sufficient number of educators. That's where
we would like our money to go instead of going to overpriced information booths and other frivolous areas.
Michelle Wheeler
Sharon Papineau

J0P6E SOUTER [N 5R0UP TflgRAftr1

Rodgers recycling does have environmental impact
Editor, The News;
In response to your article on "Student fights to promote recycling," I was confused as to what Craig Wittig's opinion on this issue
really was. Wittig was quoted as saying recycling "has to be done —
we can't just throw things away anymore." He also commented that
the University's recycling program neglects some recyclable items
such as plastic and glass.
What I don't understand is why, when commenting on the recycling
Erogram we have in Rodgers, Wittig stated, "(Rodgers] is just a drop
i the pail —it's nothing." Well Mr. Wittig, it IS something! The residents of our hall voted to carry out this recycling program. This was
not something mandated by the staff. Rather, the staff offered to supply bins for us to recycle our plastic, paper, cans and glass if our residents decided that we wanted to set an example to other residence
halls. We are extremely proud to say that our efforts are very successful and we are very proud of our residents for their efforts to helping
preserve our environment.
So, Mr. Wittig, please don't convey the attitude that the recycling
project in Rodgers is "nothing."
Because we are working on the same side toward a common goal.
Instead of "a drop in the pail," why do you not offer up a challenge to
other residence halls to follow our lead? Together we can accomplish
more.
James R. Biehl
President, Rodgers Quad Council
280 Rodgers
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Note: names of respondents
have been changed to protect the
bashful.
The battle of the sexes has been
going on for a long time and it's
only been in this century that
women have made great progress in achieving equality. Of
course, there is stiD a long way to
go.
I recall reading that "Playboy"
is the most popular magazine
directed toward men, but Pm not
sure about the woman-directed
magazine. I believe it was either
"The Lady's Home Journal" or
"Better Homes and Gardens."
Nevertheless, "Playgiri" was
not near the top of women's
favorite magazines and apparently for good reasons.

■ 98 pages in "Playgiri" and
186in "Playboy:"
■ "Playboy" is printed on
higher quality paper than "Playgirl;"
■ "Playboy" costs $3.95 and
"Playgirr goes for $3.50;
■ articles in "Playboy" this
month include "Playboy's" college football predictions, a story
about boxing sensation Buster
Douglas, an automotive report,
two articles addressing date rape
— one about rape on campus —
and regular features as well as
fiction and interviews with
Japanese politician Shintaro
Ishihara and Kiefer Sutherland;

In the name of good journalism
I stopped at the convenience store
and purchased the November issue of "Playgiri" and the October
issue of "Playboy."
I hurried back to campus and
asked some of my female friends
to leaf through the magazines and
give me their opinion of both. I
received mixed responses.
The women were not embarassed to look at either publication,

30MOI words in length and

auu&isa:

Magazines reflect battle of the sexes

.

but the men avoided "Playgiri"
like the plague for fear of being
labeled a homosexual. I wasn't
eager to look at it myself, but let's
be realistic — I was curious.
Some features of each magazine I noticed were:

5:15

Toys in
My

Attic
by
James A.
Tinker
■ articles in the current "Playgirl" include an interview with
Nicholas Cage, an article about
masturbation entitled "Sex for
One," a feature discussing the
problems of being sexually addicted to Mr. Wrong, letters and advice as well as one fiction piece of

a sexual nature:
■ "Playboy" has three pictorials of nude women one of which
is about the women of The Big
West Conference (women from
colleges in this athletic league)
and Playgiri" has five pictorials
of nude men and one photo spread
of a man and woman making
love;
■ ads in "Playboy" include
clothing, cars, alcohol, cigarettes, Franklin Mint sculptures,
Stetson hats, condoms, shoes, cigars and other common merchandise;
■ "Playgiri" advertisements
are for sex toys, sex gels, sex 900
numbers, stimulants, how to be
beautiful, how to lose weight, how
to get a tan ...
Sue pointed out the quality of
writing is much better in "Playboy" than in "Playgiri," and said
she would like to write for them.
Another woman said she
thought "Playgiri" was cheap
and degrading.
"I think 'Playgirr is more degrading to women than 'PlayWhile many photos in both have
a come-and-get-it look, "Playgirl" photos do not approach an
artistic degree.
The opinion of others I talked to
was that while one magazine may
be more degrading than the
other, both are degrading when
we look at people as objects.
"I really don't care about what
they have below the belt," Kim
said tossing the "Playgiri" down,

but picking it up again minutes
later. She said women would
probably enjoy the magazine
more if there were pictures of
men with just skimpy clothes.
"'Playgiri' is disgusting," Jean
said. "I don't know what they
think women are interested in.
The writing is awful, the design is
awful and the ads are cheap, terrible." Melissa began to get upset, being an individual who likes
"Playgiri."
"It's not cheap. It costs $3.50,
that's not cheap," Melissa argued. She then went on to consider the employment possibilities, saying she would love to
screen models for "Playgiri."
However, she then began to think
of work in a broader perspective.
"I think it's good, because if
women are posing nude then men
should too. So you're saying you
see "Playgiri" as an equal opportunity employer giving naked
men a job?
"Exactly," she replied.
I was in The BG News by this
time. Thank goodness the administration didn't stop by to find us
poring over naked pictures. The
gawking continued and so did the
opinions.
Most thought "Playgiri" was
bad.
Yeah, but do you like the pictures?
"You know, if you've seen one
naked man, you've seen 'em all,"
Wendy replied. "But hey, he's
kindacute!"
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Prevention grant runs out;
members to attend meeting
Buses will be forced to close after usually are seeking help for
leir grants expire, said Jacque- friends, Daley said, and can talk
line Daley, Director of the Pre- to one of 15 peer educators (stuvention Center.
dents who provide confidential
support). Starting this year, stu"A lot of people don't have this dents who visit the Center needkind of support from their admin- ing help for themselves can be reistrations, she said. "(But] we'- ferred to a professional counselre going to get to keep our pro- or, Daley said.
gram, and it's really exciting."
The grant was requested in 1987
The center also arranges eduto help combat the abuse of alco- cational programs and stocks
hol and illegal drugs, Edmonds reference materials, and all sersaid.
vices available through the
center are free, she said.
Statistics available at the time
the center was established
In addition to Edmonds and
showed 88 —90 percent of all stu- Daley, two peer educators,
dents on college campuses have Geanie Pinney and Stephanie
drinking problems to some de- Clapper, have been chosen to atgree, Daley said.
tend the conference, Edmonds
said.
"I wanted to do something
about the problem ... especially
Yearly conference attendance
with the age change (to a lower for as long as the grant was in efOhio drinking age)," she said.
fect was a a stipulation of the
People who visit the Center grant, Edmonds said.

by Tara A. Rainson
staff writer

The University Prevention
Center's two-year grant from the
Funds for the Improvement of
Post-Secondary Education has
run out and the Center now will be
funded through Residential Services.
Prevention Center officials will
be attending a conference in
Washington, D.C. to tell other
grant recipients how they used
the money.
According to Mary Edmonds,
Vice President of Student Affairs,
the $118,000 grant was used to establish the center.
Representatives of other colleges and universities that
received grants will be attending
the meeting, and the prevention
centers on many of these cam-

FOCUS helps off-campus
freshmen become involved
by Greg Watson
staff writer

Freshmen living off campus
who feel out of focus with campus
events will be able to stay in focus
with the University, thanks to the
Freshmen Off-Campus University Students organization.
Sheila Leistner, unit director of
FOCUS, said there are about 170
freshmen living off campus.
"On-campus freshmen have
easier access to campus events,"
she explained. "FOCUS was
made so off-campus students feel
like they are more of a part of the
University."
FOCUS is a support group for
off-campus freshmen who want to

participate in University events,
said Leistner, a college student
personnel graduate student.
"A lot of college freshmen were
leaders in their high school," said
Sue Witschi, director of the OffCampus Student Center. "We
help continue this leadership at
college."
This is the first semester for
FOCUS, she said.
Of the 170 introductory letters
FOCUS sent to off-campus
freshmen, Leistner said 15 students have already expressed interest.
FOCUS is presently funded by
the Off-Campus Student Center,
Witschi said, but hopes to have a
fundraiser to support the program.

Leistner said she hopes FOCUS
members will eventually become
leaders of other campus organizations.
Kent Appelhanf, a freshman
electronics major, said FOCUS
helps freshmen get involved with
activities they normally would
not hear about.
Shelley Alexander, a freshman
pre-dentistry and biology major
said, "It is hard for off-campus
freshmen to get involved with
campus events.
"FOCUS helps off-campus
freshmen to get together with
other students and have fun," she
added.
FOCUS will hold its next meeting Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. at
the Off-Campus Student center in
the basement of Moseley Hall.

Me and My Shadow

■O N»wt/John Grieshop

Dan Miller, a junior Visual Communications and Technology ma|or. takes advantage of the sunny
skies Thursdoy. and practices his forehand against the wall outside of Conklln Hall. Miller said he
likes to get out and hit whenever the weather is nice, and added jokingly. "I was kind of upset when
they didn't invite me to the US Open a couple of weeks ago "
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Too Late
For Xmas?
You bet. At least it will
be too late to get your
senior prints back in
time to give with or as
Christmas gifts, unless
you act now. Schedule
your portrait sitting tor
this week or next or
you'll miss one ot the
most personal gift
accompaniments: a
senior portrait ot you by
Varden Studios ot New
York.

Call
The KEY office
now
at 372-8086.
You'll be In The KEY and
have some great shots
from which to choose
personal portraits!

Do it now!
Don't be a Scrooge

%D^°

12 NOON, SATURDAY, at COLLEGE PARK
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University Village
&

University Courts Apts.
are now renting
• 1 Bedroom $350
• 2 Bedroom $400
• 9-Month and 12-Month
Leases
(419) 352-0164

• Heat, water, cooking, and
sewer included
• Central air
• No pets please

Walking distance to CampusCiough & Mercer
Bowling Green

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

Undergraduate Student Government

Public Relations Committee
Applications now available in
405 Student Services
Due Friday, September 28
USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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Democrats hit bars BLOTTER.
to sign BG voters
by JIM Novak
news editor

The College Democrats hit the
BG ban Thursday night. But, unlike most bar patrons, they never
actually went in; they just
walked around outside.
With election time quickly approaching, the organization
wanted to register as many students as possible to vote.
So, according to Chris Redfern,
President of College Democrats,
the group decided to approach
people standing in line for the
bars to fill out applications.
"All they can do is say no," he
said.
Greg Ritchey, vice-president of
College Democrats said people
standing in line for the bars
"have nothing better to do."
Since the forms are "quickie
forms" which only require students' addresses and signatures,
they take less than one minute to
complete, Redfern said.

fern said.
Basically, they are in "a relaxed atmosphere," he added.
And, instead of setting up
booths in the Union Oval or at
other spots on campus, the organization would "bring the table [to
the students]," he said, making it
easier for them.
According to Ritchey, the six or
seven organization members participating were to "try to avoid
those who are intoxicated."
"We will approach people who
are just starting to go out," he
said.
Redfern said he expected to
register at least 100 students, going to "any bar that had a line.
In addition to registering
voters, the College Democrats
also handed out cards endorsing
Jim Scherk — who is running for
the Fifth District Court of Appeals.
The back of the cards contain a
"Know Your Limit" drinking
chart, which explains how much
students can drink in proportion
to their body weight before they
are legally intoxicated.

Students probably would be
more inclined to register while
standing in line for bars because
"We thought this was a good
they will not be rushed and will novelty to connect with voters,"
have nothing on their minds, Red- Ritchey said.

CISC USG l'S(i l'S(i USG USG USG USG r

Be a Leader

University Committee

X

Applications now available
in 405 Student Services

■Campus police received three walking down the street Monday
seperate complaints of unknown evening.
people using calling cards with■Several parking meters and
out permission Monday.
One boxea were discovered van■A resident of the Mi block of dalized in in various parking lots
Manville Avenue reported to city on campus Tuesday morning.
police Monday morning that she
■A resident of the 000 block of
found an obscene note on her reSeventh Street reported he heard
frigerator.
loud banging noises, a gunshot
■An American flag was stolen and fireworks Tuesday morning.
from the front of the City Administrative Services Building, 304 N.
■A window was broken in the
Church St., Monday afternoon.
800 block of Frazee Avenue after
a football was thrown in it Tues■A resident of the 300 block af day morning.
West Evers Street reported that
■A resident of the 600 block of
he was egged by five kids while

Second Street reported she saw a
man standing outside her residence with a gun or air pistol
Tuesday evening.

■A resident of the 400 block of
Clough Street reported a male
exposed himself to her while she
was walking down the street
Wednesday afternoon.

■A University student reported
to police she was raped Tuesday
■Police received a complaint
evening while on a date with a of a loud stereo in the 200 block of
man from out of town. No charges E. Poe Road Wednesday evening.
have been filed yet.
When police arrived the stereo
was already turned down.
■A resident of the 500 block of
McKinley Drive and a resident of
■James Marshall, 18330 Brim
the 300 block of W. Evers Street Road, and Kyer Waggoner, S3S
reported they both received indi- W. Gypsy Lane, were arrested for
vidual obscene phone calls from a disorderly conduct with intoxicamale saying he had their daught- tion and persistence and taken to
ers with him. They later found out Wood County Jail Wednesday
the phone calls were pranks.
evening.

Iraq

Chlly's

now operates on a self-serve
basis, Hoops said.
Many of the old snack items
are still served, but the chili
and spaghetti have been eliminated, she said. However,
chili and spaghetti are available wlah the frozen entrees.
Ice cream has been
changed to soft-serve, and
students will be expected to
make their own sundaes, she
said. The restaurant may
eventually add a frozen yogurt machine, she added.
All food items may be purchased with the students'
debit cards but non-food
items require cash. Hoops
said.

n Continued from page 1.
"We're trying to get away
from the lone lines and speed
things up," Hoops said. Chily's hours have changed
along with its new image. It
now will be open 2 p.m. —
11:30 p.m. seven days a week.
Other items available include gum, candy, fresh
baked goods, iced cappucine
and microwave popcorn. The
operators of similar services
at EMU found popcorn to be
the students' favorite snack
food, Hoops explained. The
counter at the back where
students once ordered their
meals will remain open, but

a

D Continued from page 1.
is hard to say." he said.
Customs officials also told the
newspaper that the company is
under investigation by a federal
grand jury.
Reached at his home Thursday,
Abdul Qaddumi, the company's
secretary, denied any wrongdoing.
''We didn't do anything wrong.
We are just innocent employees,"
he said.
Telephone calls to the company
Thursday were not answered.
Hartkop said most of the company's 12 employees are U.S. citizens.
Customs officials said the company helped build Iraq's nuclear
weapons program by making
connections with U.S. companies
and cloaking the ultimate destination for certain machinery
made in Britain that can be used

to manufacture arms.
"In the old days, the bad guys
were trying to directly export,"
said John Keith, a senior special
Customs agent. "But if they buy a
company in, say, Solon, that
company can more easily obtain
things that can be ultimately
shipped out. The name of the
game here is concealment."
Federal officials said the role
played by the Solon affiliate of the
United kingdom manufacturer
Matrix Churchill Ltd. is part of a
5rand jury probe in Atlanta that
eals with a branch there of an
Italian bank that loaned Iraq $3
billion for arms-related purchases.
At least $16 million of that
money was used toward the Solon
company's efforts to find other
U.S. companies to help build
fiberglass and cutting tool plants
in Iraq, the paper said.

WIMTHROP TERRACE Apts
AND THE FALCONS. . .

A WINNING COMBINATION
UNITS STILL AVAILABLE

X

Due 9-28-90

CALL 352-9135

Questions: Call Undergraduate Student Government
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Susan ft Dave
Cindy ft Kirk
Mars ft Wild Bill
Seich ft Bando
Karol & Rob
Schmarbaby ft Wally
Jenny & Hoov
Sarah ft Chris
Amy ft "Cave Man" Lev
Sra« ft Fish
Met* ft Beep Beep
Jen ft Jeff
Christine ft Scott
Lori ft Dave
Mary ft Joey
Jane ft Richard
Kim ft Uic
..r. fc Tom
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Boozer ft Cuido
AM ft Bowse
Kristi ft DOIM
Stacey ft John
Susan ft Dout
Nick-Folk ft Mr. Half-Case
Barbie ft Ken
Pri) ft Kent
Laura ft Ernie
Val ft Matt
B.B. ft Balls
Beth ft Tim
Jill ft Aoulno
Ginfier ft Rob
Christy ft Ron
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Bob ft Edward
Lll' Lumpy ft A Delt Named Rick
Roccia ft Some Hot Dude!
Derky ft Some Other Hot Dude!
Amy ft Brian
Ruts ft Russ
Vame ft The Polo Man
Kappa ft The Character

Barn-Bam ft Pebbles
Belinda ft Drews
Korle ft Shawn
Jeanie ft Cheeser
Laurie ft Chris
Tricla ft Brent
Katby K ft The Unknown Man
Cindy ft Justin
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Biaocbi ft Chatlos
Kristaft Tom
Betsy Boo ft The RCPO Man
Tricla ft Brian
Laura ft Goocb
Blms ft Blakes
Peuy Sue ft Buddy Holly

v /'//,
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Lisa ft Frank
Dawn ft Jason
Kathy ft Dave
Lucy ft John
Jodl ft Fritz
Cchdnik ft Her Composite!
Martial ft "That's A Good Question?'

Jarvie ft Buck
O.J. ft Machuca
Lisa ft Dan
Lil' Lil' Lumpy ft Frank
Staci ft Chris
Allie ft Carl
Michelle ft Surf
Trad ft Christian
Linda ft Steve
Angle ft Bub
Erica ft Dave
Jen ft John
F.L. ft The Pres
Anne ft Dave
Michelle ft Rich
Deb ft Dave
Amy ft David
Wilma ft Fred
Marcy ft Bobby
Jen ft Tubber
Irene ft Drew
Kristi ft David
Missy ft Mike
Carrie ft Matt
Debbie ft Sal
Kristina ft Mike "Sideburns"
Aimee ft Mike
Jen ft Rob
Jennifer ft Pete
Lumpy ft Chris
Sammy ft But "E"
Bonnie ft Joe
Kelli ft Mooner
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Sports
Falcons hope to control Central Volleyball team
CMU's offensive capabilities pose serious threat in MAC opener
still waiting for
first home win
by Matt Schroder

"Our defense has been
inconsistent. If we can cut down
On paper, Central Michigan's football on the big plays, we can get to the
team looks like they're on top of the world.
After three non-conference games, the point where defense will be the
Chippewas (1-1-1) rank first in the Mid- strength of our football team."
Amercan Conference in total offense, total
sports editor

defense, passing offense, passing defense
and scoring defense.

Falcon head coach Moe Ankney is leery of
Central's third-year signal caller.
"They're a team that can open it up,"
Ankney said. "They like to roll out the quarterback and buy him some time to go deep."
But it's not just the Bender's passing that
has the Falcon defense concerned. Bender
can also tuck it in and run, a-la John Elway
or Randall Cunningham.
"Their big-play guy is definitely the quarterback," Ankney said. "On critical downs,
Bender has been the one running the football."
Despite the impressive statistics, the
Chippewas still haven't answered all the

BG cross
competes in
OSU Invite

questions surrounding their team which finished 5-5-1 overall, fourth in the MAC last
season.
"One of our question marks has been the
offensive line,'' Central head coach Herb
Deromedi said. "They're a young unit that is
still making mistakes, but whenthey are extremely effective they play well."
The Chippewas will start two sophomores
and two juniors on the line against BG.
Deromedi's main concern on defense is
replacing the 66 tackles and team-leading
seven sacks of graduated outside linebacker
Mark Dennis.
"Kevin Rich has played well in place of
Dennis," Deromedi said. "Our defense
overall has held up well and played through
several injuries so far."
Injuries are nothing new to Ankney and
the Falcons. Starting running backs Jim
Ho well and LeRov Smith have played just
one quarter together all year. And back-up

The men will also participate in
the Ohio State Invitational after
the women's meet. Like the
women, the men also have high
expectations for the meet.
Falcon coach Sid Sink said that
the Ohio State and Stanford
teams are having really down
a See Cress, page 6.

a receiver out of the backfield and Jim's
blocking will help our running game."
Deromedi was impressed with how BG ran
the ball despite the early injuries.
"Smith looked good at tailback and the
way they could reach back with him injured
and still run effectively was impressive,"
the CMU coach said.
The BG defense has held its own to this
point, currently ranking sixth in the league,
allowing 346 yards per game. But the vulnerability to the big play has been the Achilles' heel of the Falcons so far.
"Our defense has been inconsistent. If we
can cut down on the big plays, we can get to
the point where defense will be the strength
of our football team," Ankney said.
"Their defense has speed and pursues
well," Deromedi said. They handled the
offensive speed of Virginia Tech well and
had them bottled up most of the game. With
the exception of the three scoring plays, I
was very impressed," Deromedi added.

The Society of Professional Journalists
inviles .serious, goal-oriented individuals
to an Information meeting.
Saturday. Sept.22 at I p.m.
in 121 West Hall.

by Brian Dugger
sports writer
The Falcon women cross country team will finally get to use
their whole team to run in a meet.
After numerous illnesses and
injuries, all the Falcons will be
present when it participates in
the Ohio State Invitational at 2:30
p.m today.
Bowling Green will face a formidable list of foes, including
OSU, Michigan State and Stanford University. These teams
may be perennial football
powers, but according to BG
coach Steve Price, they aren't as
strong on the cross country
course.
"We're excited," he said. "No
one team is a lot stronger than
another. It's the first time we've
been fairly healthy this year, so
we really get to see where we
stand as a team."
Sophomore Jill Strawser also
thinks the team should do well.
"We're really pulling together
as a team," she said. ''We have
high hopes for this weekend."
The Falcons will also gain back
the services of Tracy Gaerke and
Carolyn Goins, who were both injured for last week's meet
against Kent State.
Gaerke is the Falcon's number
one runner, but she is still battling ankle problems that caused
her to miss last week's meet. This
week she hasn't been able to go
all out in practice, but she still
expects to participate in the
meet, although she won't be one
hundred percent.
The Falcons will also run
against Ashland, which usually
has a good cross country program. There will also be a number of other smaller schools
which will send squads to the
meet.

But the good news is the Falcons had last
week off — giving the bumps and bruises
time to heal. Ankney said Howell will be
ready at fullback and Smith is likely to see
limited action at tailback, though he did not
receive any contact this week in practice.

-BG head coach Moe Ankney on "Having the starters back in the game will
allow us to do some of our offensive things
the Falcon's Defense., better," Ankney said. "LeRoy will help us as

But Bowling Green (1-1) will hope to pull
CMU back to earth when the two teams meet,
in Kelly/Shorts Stadium, Saturday at 1:00
p.m. The contest will kick off the MAC
schedule for both squads.
The focal point of the top-rated Chippewa
offense is junior quarterback Jeff Bender.
The 1988 MAC Freshman of the Year has
completed 51 of 97 passes for 606 yards and
four touchdowns this season.

fullback Dion Allen is out for the season
after knee surgery.

275 S. Main St. 353-3060

"BOWLING GREEN
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by Steve Eaaton
sports writer

When aiming to repeat a championship title, the key ingredient for a team is consistency.
The women's volleyball team has shown they can maintain a
high level of play on the road this year, but have yet to prove this
atnome.
The Falcons will look to redeem themselves for their loss to
Michigan State and reestablish their supremacy at Anderson
Arena when they host Illinois-Chicago Saturday at 7 p.m.
BG boasts an outstanding 14-1 record, while the Flames sport
an unimpressive 5-6 record.
UIC is coming off a three-set loss to Chicago State Wednesday,
after finishing second in the Northern Illinois tournament last
weekend.
Their lone in the tournament was to Southern Illinois, a team
the Falcons defeated Sept. 7 (15-10,15-5,15-10) en route to The
Southern Illinois Saluki Invitational title.
Senior Claudine Borkovec leads the Flames in kills with 126
(3.2/game), while sophomore Inga Balzaras is the assist leader
(245 assists).
Junior Carlyn FLsk plays an all-around game for UIC with 120
kills (2.9/same) and 184 assists (4.4/game). Fisk is the
daughter of Chicago White Sox catcher Carlton Fisk.
BG coach Denise Van De Walle said her team is ready to make
up for their only home loss.
SeeVo««Yba«,page7.

Go Falcons!

FALCON FOOTBALL ON 88.1 FM WBGU!
CATCH THE M.A.C. OPENER

Q

BOWLING GREEN AT CENTRAL MICHIGAN

AVOID THE HASSLE
Drop your car off on your way to class with our shuttle bus service

Join John Henderson & Karl France
Saturday at 12:30p.m. from Mt. Pleasant

" A whole new way to get your car fixed"

WBGU - FM 88.1 :Bowling Green's Sports Leader

IF THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH YOUR CAR WE WON'T FIX IT
IF THERE IS WELL FIX IT RIGHT
IF FOR ANY REASON ITS NOT RIGHT WELL DO IT OVER OR REFUND YOUR MONEY
WE GUARENTEE OUR PARTS « LABOR
WE KEEP OUR WORD

6 Months or 600 Mile Warranties • Low Cost Rentals
SOHIO, BP & Major Credit Cards Accepted
HOURS; MON-FRI 7 AM 9PM / SAT 8 AM-5 PM

Seniors-

JUST FOR KICKS

KWIKfGdLl
BGSU SOCCER CLASSIC
ot Cochrane Field

Saturday. Sept. 22
Ohio State vs Tulsa. 1:00 PM
Bowling Green vs Brooklyn, 3:00 PM

Sunday, Sept. 23
Ohio State vs Brooklyn, 1:00 PM
Bowling Green vs Tulsa, 3 00 PM

Fill the Stands Support the Falcons
. This ad Drought to you
Oy Myles Dairy Queen

DELTA GAMMA

DELTA GAMMA

DELTA GAMMA

GO APE WITH
ADG!

strike a pose with us for your senior picture!

DASH DATE

The
GREIs
When?

TO THE TOLEDO
ZOO

i STANLEY R KAPLAN
Ttke Kaplan Or Take Ybur Chances

CLASS NOW FORMtNQ ON
•OSU CAMPUS
CALL AMY VOJTA FOB DETAILS
S72-40J
Totodo CwiMr. M»0 W. Cwrtrai

tolM m. f M-1701

Portraits are being taken
now through next Friday
Call 372-8086
to schedule yours.
Or stop by The KEY office, 28 West Hall.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
DELTA GAMMA

DELTA GAMMA

DELTA GAMMA

.
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team
Slumping Falcons look for reprise WBL
acquired by
Soccer team hopes to end slump in Kwik Goal/BGSU Classic
"It's a quality field and any one of four
teams can win the championship."
Despite three consecutive defeats
Palmisano said he has planed no major
changes.
"You would think we should change
something, but after watching game
films, we don't feel that's the case," he
said. "We're not going to jump ship
now."
On paper it would appear the Falcons
problems lie with their play in the first
half, but the Falcon coach doesn't think
so.
"It's unfair to say we're a slow starting
team. We're just not capitalizing when
opportunities arise for us, while our opponents are," he said. "We need to put a
team away when we get good chances. If
anything, we're sluggish to start the second half"
The Falcons will be looking to get the
games first goal for the first time in four
games.

X

Kevin Cwnmine*
<rts writer

TV Bowling Green soccer team will
look U get back on the wianing side of the
fcackj this weekend as they play two
matches on Mickey Cochrane Field.
That Satardsy and Sunday BG coach
Gary Palmisano's
team will host the sixth
annul Kwik
Goal/BGSU Soccer
Classic, where they
•nil put tbatr four-year
championship reign on
Ike lite.
: With possibly the
strangest field in the
tournament's history,
soecor Cans should see Poimieono
SMM of the boat action of the season.
. "This is aeflnetly one of the strongest
fields we've ever had," Palnvlsano said.

"Getting the first goal is not the answer to winning the match, but if you do
score first you can dictate the pace and
tempo of the game," Palmisano said.
"We do need a confidence boost and scoring the first goal could turn things around
for us."
Lack of leadership is no longer a problem for the brown and orange as the Central Michigan game put new life into a
leaderlessteam.
"There was a lot of good direction and
good communication going on in the Central game. Players were giving each
other positive directions and support,"
Palmisano said. "We just need to stay
focused the entire game and keep our
concentration and intensity levels high at
all times."
"We still have guys standing around
waiting for someone else to make the
play. This Is a consistent problem for us.
These are the same guys who aren't following up on plays either. We just need to

improve on reading the ball and on developing some offensive cohesion."
Palmisano said goaltending is not a
problem, but rather a young defense is.
"Our back four need to focus more on
playing defense, but that can be expected
with younger players — they're still
learning/'
BG will kickoff against Brooklyn College Saturday and the University of Tulsa Sunday. Both games start at 3:00
p.m.
Bowling Green never has faced either
opponent.
Palmisano said he doesn't know much
about either team, and hopes they don't
know much about his team either.
"Brooklyn is a skilled team individually with a lot of foreign players, hut they
have a lack of discipline and we hope to
take advantage of it," he said. "Tulsa on
the other hand is very similar to us in
style. They're a blue collar type of
team."

Cross

Quote of the week
•We are Ml eatfreh/ comfortable with a set of penalties that
lo m to ... pill el art the hmocent far the situ of a prior
-University of Florida president John Lombardi after the Gators wore placed on probation Thursday for vioaltions by former
basketball coach Norm Sloan and farmer football coach Galen
Hall, who were both fired last October.

TNtTf'S1 4fC lUtd rVELCOME

MARK'S PIZZA
LARGE 2-fTEM PIZZA
on. Girlie Bread wfrh Cheese

352-3551

'7.50

FREE DELIVER* j

TUi rfTit earn Odse* IS, 1990
'UNiT:i>> AMD l.lr? tflLCOME

Continued from page 5.
years, but he believes the Michigan State team should provide
solid competition for the Falcons.
"Michigan State has probably
the fourth or fifth best team in the
Big Ten, but I think we can beat
them," he said.
Michigan State will be led by
Anthony Hamm; one of the better
runners in the Big Ten.
"Anthony Hamm will be very
tough to beat if he is healthy,''
Sink said. "If we can't beat him,
we're going to have to keep up
with their second and third runners to win the meet."
Bowling Green should once
again be led by Keith Madaras,

who is still trying to win a race
after finishing second overall in
his first three meets.
Sink also is hoping Todd Black
will be able to use his track speed
on the fast OSU course.
Senior John Wodarski also is
hoping to continue his improvement.
"I'm running better than I was
at the beginning of the year, but
I'm hoping to improve and get up
there with Keith, Wodarski said.
Sink is also expecting strong
efforts from Dane Schubert and
Jon Monheim. However, Eddie
Nicholson, one of BG's strongest
runners, is suffering from a foot
injury and may not run in the
meet.

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

•NO
SERVICE
ON
SUNDAY
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Ipha Gamma Delta Quarry Date Party
Take Two
L#*oh ft Ctvis
Sfcowl ft Tom
rry i
Julia A Mark
Andrea ft Pate
La* Ann ft Joe
Monica ft CXHI
Sri ft Niohola*
mi ft Jimmy
ThaWoM ft Ian Jovi
Meevnef ft Maw
Jeonlne ft Sieve
Downiel ft Dan
Kelly ft Larry
Caryn ft Jefl
Kartn* Pete
Anaela ft Mark
Deb ft Tim
Heomer ft Sieve
Kim ft Jerry
Amy A Malcolm
Mami ft Travd
Torxiya ft Scott
Adrteone ft Dutch
Annie ft Rick
Dawn ft Brian
Pam ft Travis
Debbie ft ChrU
Befh ft Steve
Mellow ft Scooter
Bern ft Bedrock

Susan ft Kevin
Trade ft Rick
Kara ft John
Julie ft Donnotello
Michelle ft Raphael
Susan ft Leonardo
Chris ft Mlchaelangelo

■■»■■"■■■■■■■

Nicole ft Pete
Tiffany ft Schmedly
Jenny & Charlie
Cheryl ft Chuck
Dawn ft Darrlck
Jenny ft Kevin
Jen ft Mike
Maggy ft Olaf

■"■■■■

Dayton

Sarah & Chuck
Janet ft Kit
Michelle ft Darren
Caroline ft John
Dawn ft Chris
Heather ft Norm
Denlse ft Joey
Heather ft Matt
Marie & Scott
Kathy ft Sean
Wendy ft Buckethead
Amy ft Brian
Kathy ft Dave
Lorl ft Jim Bob
Kristin ft Rick
Jen ft Allen
Katie ft Tony
Jennifer ft Rob
Shelly & Douglas
Carrie ft Chris
Maria ft Fred
Nancy ft Bob
Jenny ft Frank
Alicia ft Jason
Ramona ft The Big R
Tonya ft Brian
Catnleen ft Dave
Llbby ft Surfer
Roxanne ft Tom
Lorl ft Jim
Robyn ft Jason

Golf shoots
in Wisconsin
The women's golf team will be
on the road for the fourth of six
consecutive weekends when they
compete in the Lady Northern
Invitaional at Cherokee Country
Club in Madison Wi. this weekend.
The 54-hole event starts today
and continue Saturday and Sunday.
Sophomore Jennifer Girdlestone is expected to pace the Falcons after finishing with the best
team score the past two tournaments.
Her round of 163 (82 and 81) in
last weekends Illinois State Invitational placed her ninth among
105 golfers.
After seven total rounds this
season, Girdlestone leads the
team with a 82 stroke average.
Sophomore Sue Balmer (85.3
average), junior Ann Alexander
(83.6) and senior Heidi Wright
(83.6) also expect to make an impact.

TAILORING
& ALTERATIONS

HAMS

10% OFF
WIIM IHIS AL>

WE DO ANY KIND OF ALTERATIONS:
HfMS

• NfW /IPPfk

• SlffVfS

SiOIS

• NfW DRAPHM?

• lAWk iff!

WAISTS

• NfW IINHM

• NfW POOUIS

CHECK OUT THESE
Super Service Specials
WE ACCEPT r —*

"™

Aon

TOWING

VISE

I*

L SERVICE SPECIALS BELOW INCLU
10-POINT SAFETY INSPECTION
PRE-FALL

Winterizing

Teom Roster
Louro C. ft Kevin
Natalie ft Todd
Kim ft Jim
Amy ft Jaime
Tracy ft Scot
Glna ft Nick
Karen ft Ken
Susan ft Steve
Barb ft Tom
Heother K. ft Steve
Jonel ft Rob
Chris C. ft Ken
Cindy ft Scott
Stocy ft Scott
Christy LU. ft Brad
€rica ft Mark
Jomie ft Ron
Louro ft Adam
Michelle ft Brent
Jennie ft Jeff
Marion Schloemer &
Eddie Munster
Dona ft Beef
Angela ft Tony
Debbie ft Joy
Lindleft???
Hoether f. ft David

GIBBY'S GYM Sept. 21, 1990

Carrie ft Quinton
Bethomy ft Tom
Missy ft Todd
Susie ft Joke
Lynn ft Todd
Molly ft Hoss
Loura ft Cori
Beth ft???
Heother ft ???
Klmberiy ft m
filed ft Paul
Dy Anne ft 777
Pam ft Ask me Friday
TridaS???
Denlse ft €lvis
Achley ft David

Rookies
Molly f. ft Dominic
Jennifer Daub ft Tom
Jennifer Doube ft €ric
Jennifer P. ft John
Melissa M. ft Brian
Becky € ft Don
Melissa L. ft Mike
Beth ft Chris

3121
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FALL TRAINING
Kim & Dove
Cathy & Junk
Kris & Lerov
Monko&Tkn
Somontho S Molt
Tart ft Doug
Otno&BM
Hotel & John
Kristin K. & Rotph
Jen&Srod
Heother P. ft John
Hcother M. & Jon
Kelly ft K.C.
Lorl ft Tony
Mefcco ft CroJg
•achy N. ft Tim
Jeonna ft Paul
Chrtssu ft Den
LUendey ft Rdom
Kate ft Greg
JuseR &Dou9
Connie 6 Dove
Tem ft Kent
Wendy ft Pate
StOd ft Lorry
Krisd Law ft Steve
Anna Mono ft ftkh
Lor a ft Bryan
azobeth & Nkk
Laura ft Chris

35a-59aa

166 S. MAIN

DAYTON, Ohio (AP) - An
agreement in principal has been
reached to have Dayton become
the home to a new team in the
expanding World Basketball
League, officials said Thursday.
The team is to be headed by
former University of Dayton
Coach Don Donoher.
"It's a done deal," said Ken
May, a former UD player who is
handling arrangements with the
league. May said the only remaining hurdles included the actual signing of a franchise
agreement with the WBL and determining where the team would
play.
"We're in the final formative
stages," said May. "We've made
a committment to do it."
The WBL, which was founded
in 1988 by Memphis attorney
Steve Ehrhart, expects to operate
as a lfMeam circuit, with two
franchises in Canada.
The league operates from May
to September. Teams from Canada, Belgium, Finland, Italy,
Spain ana the Soviet Union visit
the North American franchises
for games that count in the standings.
The WBL offers a specialized
brand of basketball that includes
a 6-foot-5-inch limit on the height
of the players. Games are played
under international rules, with
wider free-throw lanes. In addition, there are no foul-outs.
"It's a really exciting brand of
basketball," said May. "There
are a whole lot of players out
there that are 6-5 ana under and
can't make that elite group in the
NBA (National Basketball Association)."
In the WBL, all throw-ins are
from the sideline and a game that
goes into sudden-death overtime
concludes with the first team to
score seven points.
"They play real hard defense,"
said May. "The game keeps moving." Donoher is slated to become
coach and general manager of
the Dayton franchise, which is
expected to begin playing its
schedule next May.
Donoher was fired as coach of
the Flyers following the 1988-89
season after 25 years with the
university team. He spent last
season as an assistant on the basketball staff of Indiana University"It's a challenge, a different
game than I've been coaching,
but I'm looking forward to it,"
said Donoher. "Being a head
coach again is a plus, and it will
be good to be living in our home
town."
The Dayton franchise has been
assigned by the league to Milt
Kantor and his sons through their
Victory Wholesale Grocery operation.
"This is a real dream come
true," said Kantor. "I just
couldn't be more excited about
acquiring the team and persuading_Don to run it for us."
The Dayton team is expected to
play its games at either Hara
Arena or the new Nutter Center
at Wright State University.

$

39

95 INCLUDES
2 GAL
ANTIFREEZE

Lube, Oil &
Filter
95
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JHI ft Roger
Rhonda ft Darren
Jennifer N. ft Jeff
Amy ft Crolg
Tina ft T.J.
Taml ft Cric
Lisa ft Bob
Luanda & Aaron
Katie ft Brion
Deb ft Jeff
Angle P. ft Mark
Loura LU. ft Jeff
Christina ft Dan
Terrl LU. ft Ted
Vanessa ft Dean
Dee ft Kevin
AKsson ft Brian
Gretchen & Marc
LUendy ft Scott
Kristin S. ft 777
Angela D ft Jason
Jennifer S. ft Chris
Lynne P. ft ???
Pom ft Jim
Carlo ft Tyler
Toml&LUyers

MOST
CARS

BRAKE
SPECIAL!
FOR MOST CARS

FRONT
DISC
Includes Pads ft Installation.
Some Metallic Pads
Foreign Car Work Extra

ft

REAR
DRUM
Includes Shoes ft Labor
Some
Extra.

Foreign Car Work

$4995
$3995

Quality Work at Reasonable Rates
YOU CAN DEPEND ON OUP. STAFF OF

6 Cyl
$48.00
8 Cyl. ... $54.00
ON MOST CARS
Includes spark plug*, letting timing, adj. carb.

5-Point Winter
Electrical Check
We'll chtck your battery*
alternator,- ragulatorf
atartar-and electrl
'tem.

CERTIFIED TECHNICIANS

Stadium View Sunoco
1530E. WoosterSt., B.G.
Phone 352-0387

Starting lime 9:30 PM
•*

SERVICE BAYS OPEN
8 a.m.-lO p.m.
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Cincinnati to sell Yankees keep Leary
World Series tickets from losing 20 games
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
Cincinnati Reds they will
begin selling World Series
ticTcets Saturday morning
by telephone only.
The Reds have not yet
clinched the National
League West divisional title. But if the Reds reach the
World Series, their possible
home dates would be Oct. 16
and 17, and Oct. 23 and 24.
Ticket orders must be for
all four possible game, at
$40 per game or $160 per
strip of tickets. Each order
is limited to two strips of
tickets.
A $17 non-refundable handling fee is added to each
order, and refunds will be

made only for unplayed
games. Customers must return World Series tickets for
any unplayed game no later
than Nov. 23 to obtain a refund.
The number to call in
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana
and West Virginia is
800-829-5353. The number
elsewhere is 800-669-3838.
Telephone orders will be
accepted after 8 a.m. Saturday. Tickets will be mailed
about Sept. 28, the Reds
said.
Last weekend, the team,
sold its allotment of homegame tickets to the National
League Championship Series.

Volleyball
D Continued from page S.
"The team was really excited
over the fan support last week,"
she said. "It was tun for us to play
in front of such a good crowd.
We're sorry we lost."
Sophomore Buffy Williams will
be ready to play for the Falcons
after sitting out last weekends
tournament with an elbow injury.
But Williams is not guaranteed
a return to the starting lineup.
"Buffy practiced yesterday
(Wednesday) and everything was
fine," Van De Walle said. '-Right
now, I think our lineup is very
competitive.
"Mitel (Sanders), Julie (Fortkamp), Nicki (Mudrak), and Lori
(Tate) stepped up and did some
nice things over the weekend. I
really don't know who is going to
start."
With an opportunity to play because of Williams' injury-, the
Falcon bench came through with
flying colors.
"The reserves, especially on

NEW YORK (AP) — Tim Leary, in danger of becoming the first
20-game loser in the major leagues in 10 years, was yanked from the
New York Yankees' rotation on Thursday and will not pitch again this
year.
"I was a little surprised at first, but I'm not going to make any
waves," said Leary, 9-19 with a 4.11 earned run average. "It's been a
mentally frustrating year anyway."
"There's a stigma to losing 20 games," he said. "And 20 years from
now, people will talk about that."
Brian Kingman was the last to lose 20, in 1980 with Oakland. Jose
DeLeon went 2-19 with Pittsburgh in 1985 and was pulled from his final
few starts as the Pirates wanted to spare him the embarrassment of
20 losses.
Leary, who last pitched on Sept. 19, will miss two scheduled starts.
He had a chance to become the Yankees' first 20-game loser since Mel
Stottlemyre went 12-20 in 1966.
Leary has made 31 starts this season. The 31-year-old right-hander
is eligible for free agency at the end of the year.
General manager Gene Michael met with Leary before Thursday
night's game against Cleveland to explain the club's position.
"It's in the best interests of everyone," Michael said.

the right side, played well with
Buffy being hurt," Van De Walle
said. "I've seen that other people
can play the postion well."
An intense week of practice will
determine who will start versus
the Flames.
"I'm going to sit back and
watch practice this week and se*
who does the best Job," Van De
Walle said. "It will definitely be
competitive in practice."
With the Mid-American Conference schedule beginning in two
weeks, BG hopes to fine tune their
game.
Sophomore HoUie Costein said
the team is ready for the challenge of defending the MAC title,
but needs to stay in the winning
form they have established.
"We're ready for the MAC to
begin, and we're anxious to
redeem ourselves after the first
home match," she said. "We
have to keep winning though to
keep our momentum.
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CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS

AYE CARAM8AI
The KEY yearbook is taking
residence hall photos all next
week DON'T HAVE A COW
MAN - lust show up tor
the photo Ask your HA
when and where

• • • • FALCON FOOTBALL
Catch Falcon Footbal on M.t FM
WBQU starting at 12 30 Saturday with the Falcon Pre-Game Snow and then at 1 00 for
KtCKOFF" WBOU sports your leader in Falcon
Coverage
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
MEETING
MON SEPT.24. 7 30pm
RU 114 EDUCATION BLDG
SWAT UNIT SPEAKER
CLEVELAND DIVISION OF FBI
LAST CHANCE FOR CHICAGO TRIP
• • • All MAJORS WELCOME ■ ■ •
• • • Work) Student Association • ■ ■
Our WELCOME BACK PARTY
wrl be nek) Friday, Sepl 21 .from 9pm • 1am m
the Honors Center (Kreischer) live DJ and tree
refreshments
EVERYONE IS WELCOMEII

REGGAE returns Sat Oct 27
The Caribbean Association's Annual Harambee
Reggae Party with the Chll Factor International
Band from Pittsburgh One Love'

i Any

ATTENTION" Al students required lo take Ele
Ed Methods Courses (EDCU 350. 351, 3S2,
353. 355. 358) Musi apply for Methods the
semester before enrolment! Deedane lo apply
lor Spring 1991 Ele Ed Methods: Tuesday,
September 25th, 5:00pm. Application forma
available in 529 Ed Bktg

JoinUslnASpMIFlaed
Worship E xperience"'
When: Sunday, Sept 23. 1990
Where: Prout Chapel
Time: 1.30 p.m. Promptly
Sponsored by The Christian
Outreech Bible Ministry
Featuring: The COB M Gospel Choir
Christian Outreach Bible MHetry
Rev David A Hi. Speaker
KAPPA PHI-CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S GROUP
Come )oln ua' Open Meeting Sunday September 23. 8 30-800 In University Lutheran
Chapel 1124 E Wooater across from Rogers
For more Information eel Tnna 354-8073
PHI ETA SIGMA
Attention April 90 initiates If you dd not
receive your certificate from the Initiation ceremony on Apr! 22. 1990 please pick H up at
207 Oftenhauer West on Friday. September
21. between 10 AM end 3 PM
PHI ETA SIGMA
Attention Apr! '90 Inmates who did not attend
ceremony If you cannot pick up your certificate
today, ptsaae do so on Tuesday. 25th. An offlosr wel be camped out st the Commuter Center
m the basement of Moesley Hal from 4 to 9pm
We cannot ma> your certificate so Please pick It
upl

LADIES
Chris Bur..
• no longer
FREE!

SI0 EP • PI PHI
27th Annual
MUD TUG
CoasgePark
Noon. Saturday

SKI EP • PHI MU
Congratulations Chris Burke
on your recent laveHerlng
to Phi Mu Kim Cowsn.
The Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsllon

DRY DOCK
Advisory Board MssBng
Sundays 8:00pm ■ 9 00pm
Room 201 Ed
New Members Welcomed'
Come Jom fhe Fun!

DCLTf KKODCLTtKKQ
Natter. CHUCA, Chewier. Pet. Juaen. Beep
Beep Fish. Bagel. Coin. Sal, Pack. Sloppy.
Frank. Jim and Oave Hey el you Dans
Got eiioted to YABA DABA DOO with ma Kappa s tomorrow night SI BEDROCK IASH1MOII •
Love ■ Your Kappa dated I
DELTIKKGDCLTSKKO
Desperate Male seeks large woman for Data
Parly companion on 9/22 ft infareetod. cat Q. '
Walters SI 372 584 7
Ok) you know? Over 25 mklon bebiee have ,
been aborted alnoa 1973 whan abortion wes
made legal in the Untied Stales
Hey Mernl K amber ' AJphe Phi
What la while, green, and hours of fun?

continued on p. I
■CampuSaMe.neMeMHa«oBaaBHBH»veMenB»»»H

Pollyeyes

440 E. Court

352-96381

The wall was cut in half and music is back

Tom Gorman 10-1

Small cheese pizza only '1 79
September beer of the month GROLSCH

presents . . .
GRAND
SLAM

Wedding
Apparel

RIDES

Love.
Christy J Ence
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT

• UAO Grand Stem Weekend •
Saturday. Sept.22. 1990. 3 8pm. al the Intramural Fields by the Ice Arene Be there to see
the aoftbal tournament, hear fhe music of Bfrtzen 8 WFAL. play al the games win Iota of
prizes, and eat tons of food!
' UAO Grand Slam Weekend'

Lost ■ Gold braided chain bracelet Reward
372-2712.
Lost: Blue turquoise cross
wsrdlCall 1-874-1204

AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT
Brad 8 Mark.
We have the most awesome del ••'
Get psyched for tonight (we arel'

CRESENT UL MUHA.
I know I haven't done atot, but Gamma Phi love ;
lor you I ve got'
Love. Craaent Bag Debt

"I LOVE YOU. Attlllall See you tonight."

Anyone Interacted In etarUng a support
group for those concerned about the Saudi
Arabia situation, especially those who have
friends or relatives there, pleese call Jennifer
al 354-2080.

LOST & FOUND

Atone Gem '' Alpha Gam
Miml ■ Thanks lor a terrific time si Coder Ponl'
Love, ur Am Mane

•••LlbbeyBylnglon""
We hope you have one hell of a birthday lime
one Even though you can be a real pain at
times, we still love you. Hey who site would
put up with your pillowcase letllsh?!
Wa Love Youl Your Roomies Llea 1 Sarah

• • • DAVID LONG ■ ■ *
First you were Mr Government,
and now you're a Senator.
(What would Dr Hocking fhlnk?l)
Congratulstlns a Good LucKi
Love. Lynetfe.

YOUNG EXECUTIVE CLUB
INFORMATION NIGHT
September 28. 1990
7 30 PM
Rm 114 BA
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
Don't Leave College Without HI

AYE CAAAMBAIGTh. KEY yearbook la
faking
residence hai photos al next
weak DON'T HAVE A COW
MAN • Juet show up for the
photo As* your RA
when and where

• " •••e^n/••
On the 23rd H will be 2 yeara of complete
bllaal I love you very much and you are very
epectel to mat Forever yours. Bill

" Rush Kappa Sigma •■
• " Rush Kappa Sigma ■"
■ " Rush Kappa Sigma " *

The American Marketing Association is holding HAPPY HOURSon Friday. Sept 21 at
DOWNTOWN $3 members. $4 non-members
Must be 21 ■ Everyone welcome.

ZJhis ^aa

HELP! I need a ride lo Toledo to the 10K Run
Sunday morning 730! Please Cal Dksrk
354-6775

90

19

107 LnulSLin.l ,\\(\.

Perry sburg

SERVICES OFFERED

l lomecomlnfi Gowns
Form.il wv, ir
ORE
Hon. thru Wed.
Thurs.
I ri end Sal.

STANLEY H KAPLAN
ORE TEST PREPARATION
COURSE NCW FORMING ON
BGSU CAMPUS!
CALL AMY VOJTA AT 372-4893
FOR DETAILS

KKG

ZBT

KKG

loioo - 5:tK)
12:00 ■ B:oo
10:00 . 3:O0

874-014-6

ZBT

KKG

ZBT

KKG

ZBI
7^

rvj

phy"

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOC
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 24, 1990
8:00 pm Room 102 BA
MICHEL MONAEO from Ubbey Glass In Toledo
wel be speaking at our first formal meeting of
the semester. Come and check ua out!

"* Rush Kappa Sigma "
** Rush Kappa Sigma * "
•• Rush Kappa Sigma '"

Studenta Rights Activism Coalition
w« hold student petition and student raty committee meetings Sunday. Sept. 23 at 4PM In
UCF, comer ol Thrustin A Ridge.
Please Come!

DAY DOCK
Rappm to Soul Say What? Yes. come RAPPIN
with us and SOUL the right away' 9-tam. No
Cover1 No I.D ' Basement of Harshman Quad
[Membership Welcomed'!)

INTERESTED IN TEACHING MATH GRADES
K-12?
Information meeting lor Bowing Green Councl
of Teachers of Math w# be held on Thursday.
September 27 at 7:00 P.M in 133 Ufa Science Building Join and earn a chance at $100
book raffle and other prizes Reduced dues this
m— prig only - $5. See you therel

• • GAMMA PHI BETA BALLOON SALE • •
Onry 2 days left"
10-3 30 Union Foyer
Delivery on Sun Sept.23

Students - First Baptist Church on Wintergsrden Road welcomes you Come join other college students for a discussion style Sunday
School Class at 9:30 am Church services loltowat 10:30 a.m. Transportation la available by
calling Larry at 352-1034

Don't miss your last chance to kMn the American
Marketing Association' Today is the last day to
belong lo the largest professional organization
on Campus * slop by our membership tables In
the MSC or BA buildings today or can Ann Poulos at 354-3272 If you have any questions.
JOIN TODAY'

Every Friday at noon. ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS are Invited to a soup and sandwich
lunch, donation, AT UCF CENTER, comer of
Thurstln and Ridge This Friday Cheedy Jeja,
Philosophy, will discuss "African philoso-

• • HOMECOMING BANNER CONTEST • •
Any organization interested in participating In
the Undergraduate Alumni Association's
Homecoming Banner Contest should contact
UAA by 3.00 pm on Friday, September 21. Cal
372-8849 for more information

Student Rights Activism CoeKlon
war hold its second meeting on Tuesday the
25th in 403 Moseley al 7 30PM
-Things are happening. Let's keep it going!

AMA Shadow Picnic will be held al Carter Park
(by BGSU wafer lower) on Sunday. Sept 23
Don't miss the Games. Food & Fun Questions?
Can Ann Potous at 354 3272

ATTENTION ALL OLD COURT MEMBERS
(ESPECIALLY JUSTICES)
CHECK IN AT THE COURT OFFICE ASAP"
ALSO. THERE IS AMANAOATORY MEETING
ON SUN., SEPT. 23 AT 7:00 IN THE
COURTROOM!

Koontz

BUNNY - BUNNY BUNNY
Congratulations to Staoey K Gough on her re
oenlpre engagement to honorary bunny Scon
Beeter of Haaedon.il Love. The sewers ol BUN

GAMMA PHI PLEDGES
are
SIMPLY THE BEST!

PERSONALS

SENIORS
Can The KEY office al 372-8088 for your
senior picture appointment The photographer
wil be on campus Sept 10-28.

2nd Organizational Meeting for fhe Homeless
Awareness Project Come and find out about
Homeless Awareness Week. Oct t - 7 Lots of
fun activities that will make a difference Al are
waaoofnel Sept 24.9pm. 110 BA.

Anyone Interested In starling a support
group for those concerned about the Saudi
Arablasftustlon, especially those who have
friends or relatives there, please call Jennifer
at 364-20BQ.

RUSSIAN CLUB
1 SI Organizational Meeting
Sept. 24 (Monday)
8pm, MAC 089
•Al Majors Welcome
questions? Call Wendy
(372-6744)

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests A supporftyfl
.ontfa.
f*t**iK «..fcl
B/3
■
,
._ eervtcee
Confidential
BG n,
Pregnancy
Center Cal 354 HOPE

it-

^ Note of Thanks To thou arW «t«sl Q'ttk Or/tafiaa
i HUGE SUCCESS - par lupfort «H iroaTry afp*cait«l!

Come and enjoy the fun!

Great job MICHELli & NICO!

■"Si

Vwr kaf. w*H> pit off!
HM litttfj of Ktfft Kefft
KKG

ZBT

KKG

ZBT

KKG

ZBT

KKG

WEEKEND
(TOMORROW, SAT. SEPTEMBER 22,1990|
AT THE INTRAMURAL FIELDS
BY THE ICE ARENA.
In case of rain it will be held in Eppler Center.!

GMM

TO

ZBT

THE FALCON'S NEST
IS
NOW OPEN

A-l?'

SAT. & SUN. lO.OOam - 6:OOpm

or

Featuring fast short order line
and cafeteria • GRILL
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted
Visa • Mastercard • cash

Come cheer on
fp^
your favorite team
A. -%4 >
in the UAO SOFTBALL ttA e 0/, ^ tea... I
TOURNAMENT!
%>/' 4*2*$

t*

*»t

o
* 3-8 PM *
SEE YOU THERE!

Friday

Sr-pfr>mbr>r 21

ur

P-7
> lo Soul Bay «M) >«. come um
■ andSOW th* raght Aa*y 8 lem. No
I No I 0.1 ■aasnuril of llatahman Quad
'I
FALL DATE. PMOCirS DASM BO
Time a Running Out!
• we take n loam
tia amok* la gong
I ale houaa M bumXg downl Bring a data
■ nouaaby 8 00 uragni Get ready to go
nail
PU1 * * * QAMMA •*• MTA
I The *vo*hera ol *m OAMkVA DfLTA would Ma
■
laatJali H nil ri I ail mi lie HI ml P*
r«iotottAa«MA»HI*jrT»iOri>flniilllr
r*u*ur»ltona)rxaia^rOngeandOuiena
- Tine a * - today a the day ao lum In your Appt_ oaaon and Mad to pray! They ara due r, the ol
el OAO Get mam In by noon and don'i bo

Ss
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OoodLucaioAi"!
OT a O. t a O T a Ola
(tomierty the Underground
Friday DUTCH CRUMBS
Sal HO HUNK O CHEESE
PaMuced Happy Hour PYlcaa 9-9
I B t OVER. WELCOME
tt-TaO-T aQ-T aO-T.a

luppy wnTiaoY nooutrn
You ara now antanng your 20tn yaar
Bui how aed. you «■ can 'I buy bear
Oon'l worry your nnlaa won! lorgal you
Jua* ramamber lo plcfc ua up I'om ma Dara
at a quarter lo two
HAPPY fsWTHOAY
LOVE. ANDREA. USA AND ST ACE V
HappyHoumalSOP (GasaioY*)
Friday. 7 ■ 9pm
■Q«P-PIPHIlMdTa«

Just Mtl 10 My your the tool Ufa*, anyone
couM ever awn lor tTanka tor akveye bang
Mtl Hop* you have • great birthday tha
anlnndl Or should I lay I hop* you eervtve
Lov* Alway*. Big La*
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S FLAG
FOOTBALL • OCT 3 WOMEN'S FLAO FOOT
BALL - OCT 4. FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY B OCTOBER 8 ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 108
REC CENTER BY 4 00 P M ON DUE DATE
WTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
ICE HOCKEY • MUST HAVE EXPERENCE
APPLY IN I 06 REC CENTER
rrVTOdiJCIng--CANDY ORAM IT EXPRESS
A now conoapt of anacoonata deevary e*rvtc*»
Featuring candy. Teddy Baara a Batoone daivereo by TooUe Iha Taddy Baar
Cal
364 8806
Its gaHng com out1 - You naad a Mrrlar acket
How about my back aether motorcydy acker?
It a big. (eue 42) warm, and in great crjndrtlon.
rilefcs boat offers CH Jenn ai 354 2080
KAPPA KAPPA QAMMA
Slg Ep Cavemen Dave I Brian
Get paychad tor Saturday.
BED ROCK BASH"
Lova. Kalhy I Trtda
IWMAPWUPBHON
Kappa Kappa Qamma
aaUnda ttrrt
Congratuanona on bamg choaan
PW Kappa PI Sweetheart!
Lova. Your Kappa Satara
KATIE!
Congrat* tor bang choaan a* a Fefconettel
Lova. Your Qaaaa*. Phi Safer*

WTEHr^TIOMAlBUSaNESSASSOC
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 24. 1900
S 00pm Room 102 BA
MICHEL MONAF.O Iron. Ubbay Oaea n ToleOo
wa o. apaaung a our fret tormal meeervj of
Iha aamaetor Coma and check ua out1

LoRoy.
I wantad to tea" you to go out thara and onca
again parform lor avaryon* Beeevo In your***!
and your abBty to arvrie You ara a Irua amakrla And baaav* m* I know I am first always
Saa ya Saturday at the gama
Loving you more than hi*. Fekcle

WTIvVMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
FLAO FOOTBALL ■ MANDATORY CUMC
OCT 3 - 71030 P.M. HM 202 MEMORIAL
,.
HALL
APPLY *. 100 REC CENTER

That* Chf*. Phi Sigma Kappa*. Petee. CM O'a.
and A CN Ol
Wa can't wart for our six way Saa you on Sat
urdeyl
Lova. The Alpha XI'*

\

■onnle Hogoa" Rhonda PtoaM
I know I'M not alway a III* boat whan N coma*
to bang aanUiitanUI and I'm MM nol...you
gay* euck I can't bikini you puKad off Url
ease end. You Juat welt tor your turn .pay
baoka ara a — ttcht
Lova you Ouy a. Uaa
P.S. 0K.OK-.You guya ara th* Met M*nd*
anyon* could ever aak tor. I don't know
whara I would bo without you. Thanka for th*
best B-day ever. Thar* I aak) HI
PBL AMA Happy Hourall
Friday Sept 21 from 5-9pm at Downtown
Sport* Dal. everyone ovar 21 a watoomal
Coat M S3 lor mambara and $4 for nonrrambar* Coma kUn u* lor M th* FUN you can
handa
PI PN ' Slg Ep
Th* Alpha XT* ara e.crted lor Mud Tug Good
Luck!
PiPt» • S<gEp
PIPHI-lRETTONHUNrEH-PIPHI
Congretuanons on your pinning!
I'm ao happy tor you'
I Love You1 -Jenniler
SMEP
Congratulation* Geoft Haaey and MKhaaa
Craaa. AOTT at Toledo, on your recent avatar
mgl The Brother* of Sigma Phi Epaaon •
SKJEP
Congratulation* Joel Jeneen and Jen Morgan.
Alpha PN a! Mam*, on your recent avakermgi
The Brother* ol Sigma Phi Epalon
HO D> • PHI MU
CongratoaUtona Chrta Burks on your recent
anatanng to turn Cowen
The Students ol Bowsng GVaen
Slg Eps * PI Phi's
We wish you th* best of luck with your annual
Mud Tug Tournament' Love. The Alpha Oama
STUDENTS FOB UFE
MEETS MOW. NIOHTS 1:00pm.
FACULTY LOUNGE ■ UNIVERSITY UNION
BE A VOICE FOR THE VOICELESS
The Brother* of Sigma Phi EpsHon would Ike to
wah th* Sigma Kapoa aorrority the 0**t ot luc*
m their colonization nor© at Bowkng Grenn
Th* ealera ol Alpha XI Delta extend a warm
welcome to the newest member of me Greek
System
Sigma Kappa

Time is

Happy Mrthdey to you.rtoppy Birthday to
you Happy Birthday deer III' Ubbay Bytnglon Happy Birthday to youl Leva, Big
Lisa
••
Happy Birthday to you Happy Birthday to
you.. Happy Birthday dear LIT Ubbay Bymglon...Happy Bklhrtey to youl Loee. Bag
Lisa
Happy Birthday to you Happy Birthday to
you Happy Birthday dear Lll Ubbay Bylngton .Happy Birthday to youl Love, Beg
Uaa
Happy Birthday to you ..Happy Birthday to
you .Happy Birthday deer Lll' Ubbay Bytogton-Hoppy Birthday to youl Lee*. Big
Uaa
Happy Birthday to you Happy Birthday to
you...Happy Birthday dear III' llbbey Bytngton Happy Birthday to youl Love, Bag
Uaa
Happy Birthday to you Happy Birthday to
you. Happy Birthday deer LIT llbbey Bylngton...Happy Birthday to youl Love. Big
Uaa
Happy Birthday to you...H*ppy Birthday to
you. Happy Birthday deer Lll' Llbbey Bylngton Happy Birthday to youl love. Big
Uaa
Happy Birthday to you...Happy Birthday to
you...Happy Birthday deer Lll' Llbbey Bylngton. Happy Birthday to youl Love. Big
Uaa
Happy Birthday to you Happy Birthday to
you. Happy Birthday deer Lll' Llbbey Bylngton.. Happy Birthday to youl Love. Big

Use
Happy Birthday to you ..Happy Birthday to
you ...Happy Birthday dear III' Llbbey Bylnglon. Happy Birthday to youl Lova. Big
lies
Happy Birthday to you...Happy Birthday to
you Happy Birthday dear Lll' Ubbay Bylngton Happy Birthday to youl Lova. Big
Uaa
Happy Birthday to you Happy Birthday to
you...Happy Birthday deer Lll' Llbbey Bylnglon Happy Birthday to youl Lova, Big
Usa
Happy Birthday to you...Happy Birthday to
you...Happy Birthday dear LM' Ubbay Bylngton Happy Birthday to youl Love, Big
Lisa
Happy Birthday to you...Happy Birthday to
you Happy Birthday dear III' Llbbey Bylngton Happy Birthday to youl Lova. Big
Lies
Happy Birthday to you Happy Birthday to
you Happy Birthday dear Lll' Llbbey Bylngton...Happy Birthday to youl Love. Big
Use
■
Happy Birthday to you. Happy Birthday to
you...Happy Birthday dear Lll' Llbbey Byington Happy Birthday to youl Lova, Big
Uaa
Happy Birthday lo you ..Happy Birthday to
you .Happy Birthday deer Lll' Llbbey Bylnglon Happy Birthday 10 youl Lova, Big
Uaa
Happy Birthday to you...Happy Birthday to
you Happy Birthday deer Lll' Llbbey Bylngton Happy Birthday to youl Love, Bag
Lies

Studenta. ex smokers interacted m teaching a
four eeeei
rsnanon course eel
372-8302

Experienced 'arm he* plowing, daclng. driving gram truck Part-ams afternoons A even
nga Cat 352 7050

ThetaCna
The Alpha Oama can't wall to la the Knot"
with you tonight1 See you at Proutl

LOOKING FOR BG GIRLS WANTING TO FORM
FEMALE REVIEWS'
CALL 874-2222
COCONUT BEACH CLUB

To My Wonderful Slaters ot AOD
Thank You el so much tor writing letters Tuesday night. You don't reaaze how much I appreciate your support ss I know my brother s Mow
Marlnea wl tool
I love you glrtai Beth and Roomie, s epecal
Thanks lo you because you've been Extra
wonderful'
UrWergraduate Alumni AesocaOon
We wB be having a rneetlng on Monday. Seplember 24 at 7 30 pm in I 14 BA Al are wel
comai* •*.*•• eeeeeeaaeeee

Now he-tng kitchen help Apply at Frickera.
27390 Helen Dr. 175 exit 193 behind Sohio.

You got N, I want HI
Mountain bike needed1
Let's deal
Cal Dana at 354-4384

Ranch, Steak A Seafood is accepting appHcaBone for part-time positions WB accommodate
class schedules Pick-up application any time St
1544E Woostar, Bowling Green

aT'ZaTt'aT'ZaTT'ZBT • ZBT

Reed books at home1 $ 100/ntle' Guaranteed'
Free 24-hour recording |415-289-98g0|

The Brothers of Zeta Beta Tau would ska to
congratulate Todd Campbell on ha krvalertng lo
Alpha XI Delta Megan Johneon
aT'ZBTTBT-ZBT-ZBT'ZBT
ZBT'ZST-aT'ZBT'ZlT
The Brothers ot Zeta Beta Tau would ska to
congratulate Phi Mu and FUI. the winners ol the
Greek Olympiad, and also thank the Kappas lor
al their help.

ZBT'ZBT'ZBT'ZBT-ZBT
"VALERIE"
We met al the South Side Johnny concert In
Cleveland On Sept 2nd we met again at the
U C looms! game
Cal Steve. (513)752-3852

HELP! We need a lemaje roommate NOW Apt
wB be shared with 3 girt* Close to campus
CALL KATIE at 353-7607

"sif (.XJUUS Stceo* T»we,-r
•»*"Ou*t o_D r***r*tNat>, erxxer
rv^evwrn au»v*, **"♦* SMOtx*/'
auKYlv**t> TtrvT O«los«yv/

CDDlt S*n*3 0_er*Kast>
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Would you ake to earn some extra money In a
lun environment? Little Caesar's Pizza has immediate delivery driver openings avaliabto. Our
rJeavery drivers earn S 7 -10/hr
No experience necessary II you are over 18,
have a rekabfe auto. Inaurance A a good driving
record apply In person st.

Students Our company will print hal. fraternity/sorority or club shirts A sweatshirts You
pick own design A wording. Price neg Cal Kevin 372-1482

One female roommate needed to share one
bdrm apt Rent $169. pay gas 8 elec Cal
353-8784
WANTED: 1-2 roommates Ismall/mals. Located Second a Elm, StBS/rnon. 8 elec. Col
352-4545. leave message

FOR SALE
1988 Maroon Nasan 300 2X
i H.|.) 1309

Loaded

Cal

250 watt stereo receiver Speakers optional
$200 00 Cal 354-7094

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE
1980 Dodge Omni Good running car. Body lar
raaraJBon $325 or best offer 686-4325

85-10,000 per month
Reafcattc commission
218-475-7309
Area company seeks cosege students to market the company's screen printing services
Great earnings, potential with limited time requirements Complete training & support provided Interested parties should forward a resume (include phone *) to: Custom Imprintsblea. 1200 Drake Ave , FinOay. OH 45840.

It's getting cold out! • You need a winter (acket •
How about my black leather motorcycle lacket?
It's big. (size 42) warm, and In great condition
II take best oilers Cal Jenn at 354-2080
MCS 100 Wall Stereo
includes equalizer, turntable, dual cassette.
receiver, cabinet, and 2 speakers. $300.

354-56B0

^

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelers.
motorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA Available your
sraanow.Cal|805)6a2-7555Ext C-2804
'80 FORD T BIRD
CHECK IT OUT. IT'S IN GREAT SHAPE.
$1000 CALL 364-8488
87 Hondo CRX HF 55mpg Mint
Stereo cassette. AC. new tires
Cal 1-425-2031

AM-FM

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bedroom apt*.
Immediate Occupancy

352-7454 or 823-7555
9 A 12 month leases/semester leases
Roommate lor house • own room • cheap rent
Grad Student preferred 354-5490, leave message

^P{^1&

Wednesday!

The very hoiiesi Male and Female reviews in N.W. Ohio. This
week. Pure Pleasure' and Faniasia'!!
BG. Sludenis bring VALID STUDENT ID and gel S2.oo off rover.

Thursday!

B.G. Nighl Oul!
One complimeniary keg of beer for students 21 and older!!
Courtesy of RF.TTIG BROS. FURNITURE.

Friday!
and
Saturday!

Win lots of cash and prizes!!
Dance all night on our huge dance floor.
Spectacular light show.

NIGHTLY DRINK SPECIALS!
18 and over always welcome!
25481 DIXIE HIGHWAY
PERRYSBURG, OHIO
Call for Shuttle Bus Schedule Information!
874-2253

by John Boissy

atman

EASY
MONEY

LITTLE CAESAR'S
112 MERCER ST.
BOWLING GREEN

EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME
DURING B G S U CLASSES
Our company a seeking employees to perform
unslused light production work. Flexible hours:
Open 7 days a week, morning, afternoon and
evening shifts Plant location la only 2 blocks
from B G S.U campus. The rale of wage is
$3.80 per hour, ft ntereeted pick-up an application at the company office: ADVANCED
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC , 42B dough
St.. Bowing Green. OH 43402, (419)
354-2844

:

Restaurant Help

WANTED

Earn E.tra Money For Chrlelmaa
Work at an are* Country Club
• ■ 'Greet pay. Friendly atmosphere* * *
• " 'Free meals, and Car Pools from BG* • •
Contact Karen Jones at 668-0440
Bernonl Country Club

Only one week left in this senior portrait
session. Appointments are filling fast.
Call 372-8086 to schedule yours today!

No telemarketing
18.15 bass pay
International llrm must Nil
Immediate pert-time opening*.
Evening a weekend hours available.
Co-ops A echoisrahlps poealble.
Full training provided.
CaH 1-3*2-1080

Under graduate Alumni Association
We wB be having a meeting on Monday. September 24 at 7 30 pm in 114 BA All are welcome!

CASEY'S
Hamburgers 8 Yogurt a hiring
for short or long shifts
1025 N Main 352-91 13

running out!

Manlenance man tor Knickerboker Building
Svcs Part or Ful time Cal 352-5822
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WELCOMES ITS
NEW DIRECTORS
Chris Bohnert
Exhibits
Jean Ellis. . . .USG Representative
Amy Kotton
Spotlight
'ASHES TO ASms/'

We wish you the best of luck!
i
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p Getting Inside Your Weekend

An insider views
a social tragedy
By Shelley Banks
"Hello, my name is
Rodney and
I have tested
HIV positive.'99
With those words,
Rodney revealed
the uncertainty of
his future to a classroom
packed with University
students. For the
first time, the 30year-old Toledo man
shared his story with
the public.
"I was one of those
people who said
that it couldn't happen to me,
he said, "But it did."
Cont. on pg. 7.
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Slip into something
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In a stylistic departure from our previous two Issues,
The Insider tackles a more serious topic this week. The
spectre of AIDS has loomed over American society for
nearly a decade. One would truly be hard- pressed to
find anyone who has not been touched by the disease In
one way or another.
Rodney, whose real name has been withheld for personal reasons, tells his story In our cover feature. All too
often people with AIDS are misunderstood and feared by
society for a situation which they are often unable to
control. By allowing Rodney to tell his story, The Insider
hopes to shed some light on a growing facet of American
life obscured by darkness.
Where matters closer to home are concerned, a pair of
Insider wordsllngers each take their shots at the recent
controversy surrounding the BC police department. John
Kohlstrand takes aim with his 18 Inches on page two
while contributing writer Scott DeKatch locks and loads
on page three.
For those of you who missed your weekly dose of psychedelic Imagery, Chuck Travis rears his ungainly head
on page nine with the second Installment of The Great
American Medicine Show.
The adventure continues. Enjoy.
The Editors

TALKING BACK
Readers are Invited to write to The Insider
magazine at 210 West Hall, Bowling Green State
University, Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403 to tell
us off or pat us on the back (whatever the situation merits).
Anyone Interested In working for The In3lder
as a writer, artist or photographer should call
372-6967.

Submissions of short fiction (five typewritten
pages maximum unless other arrangements are
made) are encouraged.
The Insider editors welcome any and all submissions for publication. Unless arrangements
are made by the author to have the material returned, all submissions become the property of
The Insider magazine.

Coldbrain questions priorities
Having watched the East Merry-Frazee debacle as closely as
anyone. It Is especially exhilarating to watch University students
react.
The newly formed (and nametnj
less) student pressure group carJohn Kahlitrand
rying concerns to the city must
walk a thin line If It expects to
keep broad-based support. It
must sell Itself as the savior of the
East Merry-Frazce tradition while
dealing with the more Important
questions of possible Fourth
Amendment violations by city
police.
Right now It seems apparent
that University students are more
concerned with the maintenance
of their annual spring blowout
than they are about police actions Normally lethargic Bowling
Green students have been struck
underage drinking. Believe It or
at a sensitive nerve — their keg
not, police and landlord Robert
tap.
East Merry-Frazee — as much
Maurer are concerned for our
as students support It and as
safety.
Last spring a woman driving
pessimistic as this sounds, will be
down East Merry Avenue surdifficult to save.
vived a nightmare when every
There Is no question that
breaking up East Merry was the
window In her car was shattered
by party "guests." The next night
reason police began entering
homes and taking kegs. For them. an.empjy, car parked on Frazee
It's not really a crackdown on
Avenue was flipped' over by

18 inches from
The Coldbrain

these party animals.
Police simply are not going to
sacrifice their reputation by allowing serious Injuries or deaths
to result from an East Merry
which got out of hand. They
know townles will remember an
East Merry incident far longer
than students will To save face,
they must show they are doing
something.
Maurer Is not going to allow
himself to be liable for a death or
debilitating Injury occuring on
his property. He could stand to
lose millions.
Remember the police and
Maurer are not out of options,
and their resolve certainly hasn't
lessened. The police may elect to
stand outside apartment doors
and card guests walking Inside
and out, for example. And although his leases don't appear to
allow It now. Maurer may reword
them to allow a hired security
force to enter East Merry or
Frazee In the case of another
blowout bash. This would make
for an Interesting legal question If
Maurer pursued this option.
If tenants at East Merry and
Frazee were more organized with
thVevenf; They mtflTrt cortvTnce

police the event Is safer than in
the past. But this seems unlikely.
Our pressure group may not
have many options In a long-term
protection of East Merry, but It
needs to enlist the body of support at this citadel of Intellec tualIsm that Just wants to party.
Right now, the group's efforts
don't appear Impressive. After
meeting for 90 minutes Tuesday,
the group has decided to stage an
attention-getting protest concert
tenatlvely called "Freedom Feet."
Whose attention are they trying to get? They obviously have
the attention of the dry. Most of
city council, the city administrator, and a police captain attended
the meeting to see what they had
to say.
They already have the attention of students — support Is
overwhelming though passive,
and the resolution of the cases In
court will keep their attention focused for as long as It takes.
Of course, this doesn't mean
city council will do anything.
Issues pass, students pass, but
the townles who elected them to
office remain. According to the

campus students voted locally In
1986.
If our new group really wants
to pressure the city, they should
be recruiting voters. They should
make not voting a faux pas similar In nature to picking your nose
at a three-way Greek tea.
Pursuing student goals from
within the system makes more
sense than emulating the
legendary but futile desperation
tactics of the disenfranchised of
the 1960s and 70s.
If students can be convinced
that partisan politics are Irrelevant on the local level — which
they arc — they could easily put
students Into office next year.
A powerful student vote obviously has Ward 1 Jim Davidson
concerned. He has already lost
his council seat to a student once.
There Is the nucleus of a major
student movement In Bowling
Green right now — If Its leaders
use a little Imagination.
John Kohlstrand is the city editor

TaMPMTfclilBUIrff Mlf Jr W "■ forThe BG-News.
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A young man makes his way
out of a popular nightspot al the
end of a long, alcohol-soaked
Thursday night. A police officer
stops him almost Immediately
and bellgerently demands that he
present some form of Identification. When he refuses to produce
an ID, the officer grabs him by
the shirt, shaking him and threatening, "Show me some Identification or I'll throw you In Jail."
Feeling extremely violated, the
young offender shows the
policeman his ID (which Is nearly
confiscated) and walks home
under the close surveillance of
the police officer.
This type of behavior seems
sadly typical of the Bowling
Green Police In recent years.
Taken Individually, scenes like
this more or less go unnoticed.
Just another tiny conflict on one
of many Thursday nights.
However, when such harsh tactics are considered as a whole,
they take on a more serious
nature when they exposed to the

DeKatch points finger
at police indiscretions

public eye.
An obvious example of this sociological hypothesis occurred at
the recent Incidents at the semesterly East Merry blowout —
where partying University students were met with the flash of
police lights and eager paddy
wagons. This aggressive brand of
law enforcement led to police
blotters the length of "War and
Peace."
This new brand of sggreslveness has not been lost on some
students and student leaders. The
motivations are puzzling at best,
but more likely disconcerting and
worrisome. USG President Kevin
Coughlln characterized the police
actions at Merry Madness as distinctly out of character with the
common perception of what a
police officer Is supposed to be.
"It seems like the cops went out
and got trashed themselves before going out and making

COMMENTARY
By Scott DeKalch

arrests," Coughlln sold.
Others point at a distinct
double standard on the part of
the police.
"To me. It's s question of the
students being treated differently
than residents of the town," said
Bob Liegl. a Junior political science/English major and resident
advisor In Compton Hall. "Our
Constitutional rights are definitely being violated."
This Is not first time that BG
police have fallen under harsh
criticism for taking such OrwelIIan action.
Lost semester, the Kappa Alpha Psl fraternity was engaged In
a non-alcoholic function when a
police officer appeared at the
front door of the fraternity house
because of an apparent noise

complaint. As this was happening, a plalnclothes officer entered
through the back door. Witnesses
at the scene characterized the
police actions as overly oppressive.
"They Just rushed In and began
throwing people on the ground,"
said Kevin Turner, a senior history major. "When a student questioned the validity of the action,
he was elbowed In the throat."

Turner Is now Initiating a campaign with the Peace Coalition In
an attempt to open a dialogue between the city police and the
University students.
The city's response to this?
Meetings and forums, such as the
the one held this past week at
City Hall, where the embittered
victims of alleged police misconduct ore allowed to let the city
know how they feel. Meetings
and forums aren't enough. Ac-

tions need to be taken on the part
of both the city and the students.
"We want to put pressure on
the police to change," Turner explained. "We'd like to show them
that we're outraged and that we
do have numbers."
The current movement against
what students view as police
misconduct Is not the kind that
can easily be done sway with.
Only by wielding the strength In
these numbers can the effort to
halt this terrifying trend In Bowling Green law enforcement have
any lasting effect.
It Is disheartening to need
protection from those who are
there to provide It.

Scott DeKatch is a freshman liberal
studies major and a member of the
Peace Coalition. He is a frequent contributor to The Insider.

Be fruitful: Bible class multiplies
by Wendy M. King
contributing writt'

*6 a ^
WBGU Top Ten alternative airplay albums - week
ending September 21.

Brother Jed would beam with
pride momentarily, but a scathing diatribe would certainly follow.
University students have not
necessarily become more religious In the past year, but enrollment In English 306. The Bible, has doubled.
Allan Emery, one of the Instructors for the doss, attributes
the Increase to word of mouth
and Increased enrollment In the

English department.
Demand for the class was so
great, In fact, another section had
to be added to accommodate students. According to Emery, approximately 86 students requested The Bible — 50 percent
more than last year.
Ellen Barry, an undergraduate
advisor for the English department, agreed with Emery that the
second section was probably
added due to demand.
"More students may be Interested In the content of the course.
They may be Interested In know-

i. SOUL ASYLUM-

SOU/ Asylum and the

Horse They Rode In On
2. MOJO NIXON—
Otis

HOWARD'S Club H
210 N. MAIN

3S2-9951

3. PIXIES — Bossanova

ing more about the Bible because
(It) forms a backdrop for other literature," she sold.
The class does not deal with
the Bible In a religious context,
but rather studies It as a work of
literature.
"Students may think The Bible
Is easier than World Literature
because they know It from

church." Emery said. "The Bible
seems somewhat more popular
than World Literature.'
"I don't think people are aware
enough how much the values and
morals of society come from the
Bible." said the Reverend BUI
Thompson, director of United
Christian Fellowship.

Friday September 21
and
Saturday September 22
8:00 I'M. lOOOI'M ,)ll(l Midnight
Admission: Si.SO

210 MSC

TOM HANKS _ MEG RYAN

Thur - Sat

4. JANE'S ADDICTION- Hi tualde la Habitual

GEORGIA
PEACH
BAND

5. SONIC YOUTH-

Goo

6. LIVING COLOURTime's Up
7.WAS(NOTWAS)AreYouOK?

18-20 Welcome
S2.00 Cover after 9:30

8. DUTCH CRUMBS Bitter
9. DEVO — Harcore
Volume Number One
10. STRAWBERRY
ZOTS — Cars, Flowers,
Telephones

21 and over
$1:00 Cover after 9:30

Joe Versus the

11( H IRS:
Moil

Sal

Sunday

VOLCANO

Noon .lill. 2:30 AM

2. I'M Ull 2:30 AM

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day *
W
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SISTERS GOTTA
WORK IT OUT

by Frank lipoilto
assistant editor

Scrawl
Smalhnouth
Rough Trade Records

goes," sings Mays In as plaintive
a deadpan lament as Reed sang In
his glory days with the Velvet
Underground. And your soul
can't help but ache right along
with her. Brooding, arcing guitar
lines lace the verses while the
rhythm section of Harshe and O'Leary propels the listener to a
conclusion they may not want to
reach.
The opening trio Is completed
with "Enough," a braclngly
simple account of unrealistic expectations — "I have to be there
for family and friends...Shouldn't
that be enough"
V ^^Jt The remainder of Smallmoulh
follows a similar lyrical mindset,
portraying women as struggling
against a cold and distant world
and men who Just don't underV
stand.
However, the men are never
blamed. Instead, the women of
Scrawl (left): Buckeye babes with lots or emotional gusto (Left to
Scrawl treat their sufferings as
right. Marcy Hays, Sue Harshe, Carolyn O'Leary). Carlene Carter
elemental forces of nature. "Don't
(right) searches for some good of country lovln'
get too far ahead/Too far ahead
of him ... You can't take care of
careening guitar lines launch
ches In the acceleration departhim" state the words of "Hymn."
"Begin,"a tale of problems Igment.
And Scrawl wishes It were that
Carlene Carter Is a member of
nored ("He said go on/He says
easy. "Yes, I have talked behind
country music's historic Carter
he's happy...! think It's wrong").
your back... Is It time for me to
"Charles" shows what would
Family. She's the daughter of
come clean" state the words of
have happened If Lou Reed's
June Carter and Carl Smith and
"Time To Come Clean." And
mother had given birth to that
has spent the last two years tourlittle girl she wanted so badly In- Scrawl knows It will never be
ing with the family. As one might
stead of the godfather of cool. It's that easy.
suspect, she's a touch more traCarlene Carter keeps matters a
a switch of the traditional "girl
ditional — a country songstress
waiting for her guy to come home little more Jubilant and homewho adds her own vocal touches
spun than her soul sisters In
off the road" deal ("Charles, I
and a surprising lyrical toughmight be out all nlght/Me and the Scrawl do, but when she stretness to tackle subjects that cowches out and lets the country girl
girls are playing/And we Just
girls from Patsy Cllne to k.d. lang
can't get It right" — a cryptic par- Inside the woman show, she truly
have wrestled with.
three female minds operating
lives up to her family's legacy.
allel to "Beth" by Kiss, a song
Scrawl's third effort Is called
The briskly shuffling title track
considered the ancestor of the
Smallmoulh and with It they Just with hearts pounding at full
throttle.
of / Fell In Love I* brimming with
modern-day metal ballad). But
may have redefined feminine
The opening three cuts on
Irony In Its very vocal arrangethere's more to It than that. "Put
rock for the '90s. Joan Jett may
Smallmoulh strike as one to
out or get out/That's the way It
sound as honest and Slnead O'■ See Sisters, page 6.
Connor may be more mystic, but create a start as solid as any
album In recent history. Mays'
Scrawl have the advantage of

Scrawl, Carlene Carter persevere on twin albums

Carlene Carter
I Fell In Love
Reprise Records

^A-£<*.

In 1899, "The Awakening." a
novel by Kale Chopin, was
widely criticized for Its portrayal
of Edna Pontelller, an Independent woman who broke society's
taboos by cheating on her husband, showing little concern for
her family, and generally behaving In ways unbecoming a young
New Orleans socialite.
Chopin was shamed Into taking
out a newspaper ad apologizing
for having written "The Awakening." The criticism paralyzed her
creativity. She destroyed her
second novel after It was rejected
twice by publishers and —with
the exception of a few scattered
short stories — never wrote
again.
In 1990. a pair of albums have
been released by female artists
who carry the torch for Chopin
and the countless women before
and after her who have tried to
articulate their struggle against a
male—dominated society and Its
expectations of them.
The artists couldn't be more
diverse.
Scrawl Is a three-piece rock
outfit from Colombus. Ohio.
Marcy Mays (vocals, guitar, lyrics), Carolyn O'Leary (drums),
and Sue Harshe (bass, vocals)
forge songs that sound like ballads no matter how fast the girls
play them — and they're no slou-
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| Fast Free Delivery

352-5166

Bowling Green's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria
Cheese and 1 item

$7. 75

6xtra items SI 2S each
Chicago Style Pitta
SI.25 extra

LRAGC 14" PIZZR
Cheese and 1 Item

C-xtro Hems $1 00 eoch
Chicago Style Pizza
SI extra

$

(>Dir« 10-31 90

ft*

Not val.d w<th any other otter

^

$6. 50

pBtos^^^r IPBBO?
OPC-N 4 PM

1

I

No one sells better Pizza for less!

€XTRA IHRG€ 16" PIZZA

A

1 1 fir

Pisonello's Pizza
mr

r

OP€N 4 PM

Free Delivery
352 5166
Eiplrm 10-31-90
No, yoi,,, „„h any 0ihet oHer
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Delayed fan letter
puts banjo picker
at loss for words

WILLOWICK. Ohio (AP) — A fan letter has found Its way to the mall |
box of a Cuyahoga County musician 23 years too late for him to accept the enclosed Job offer.
Ron Sluga, 54, of WlUowlck. said Monday that he would like to respond to Phyllis Janowlcz but cannot because the WUIoughby return
address on the envelope no longer exists. The phone numbers she
gave In the letter also are disconnected.
"After 23 years, I'd like to say, 'Gee, I finally got your letter,'" said
Sluga, who received the brown-stained letter two weeks ago.
Ms. Janowlcz wrote In her undated letter she had attended his shov
the night before at a bar In Mayfleld Heights She said that her boss
wanted to meet with him to make a career offer. Sluga said he last
performed at the bar In 1967.
"They probably think I'm a snob because I didn't respond," said
Sluga, who still plays the guitar and banjo.
STUDENT TRAINING
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE

SKYDIVING
CLEVELAND
PARACHUTE
CENTER

216-548-4511

•****

15199 Grove Rd.
Garrettsville, Ohio

44231
WaawMmmmm^sma\mkwm
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Beat poets
cut albums
by Jason Zachary Poll
fiction editor

I've done It! I have survived
the onslaught of two of America's
most anarchic writers to ever
scratch their finger nails across
the blackboard of society.
Hy editor 'n' chief approached
me one day with two compact
discs under his arm and the most
vicious looking gleam In his eye. I
know that look. It Is the same
look an overzealous prosecuting
attorney probably gave Ted
Bundy when the death sentence
was read aloud. "Here," he said,
passing me the discs. "Review
these. You're Into their stuff."

William S. Burroughs relaxes after a naked lunch.

the bottom (or Is It the top?) of the
cover.
"Oh God no." I blubbered. "I've
Just managed to get myself back
Into reality yesterday. I mean. I
want to keep my brain spongy
Instead of a stagnant pool. And
these guys are Just what I don't
I was staring at the somber face need right now."
of William S. Burroughs on the
Of course I changed my mind
cover of his prose/music ensoon after my fearless leader
deavor. Dead City Radio. On the
eased up on his choke hold.
OH YEAH. LET'S THINK OF
other disc: Allen Ginsberg giving
the viewer a most twisted smile,
THE WORST JOB ANYBODY
the title The Lion For Real gracing COULD DO AND GET ZACH TO
DO IT! Reviewing Allen Ginsberg's works and the work of William S. Burroughs has got to be
the most difficult task In the entire world. First, neither of these
writers actually follow any set
pattern of traditional writing.
They do whatever they wish to
the printed word and have stood
by it to the bitter end. To fully
understand their writings you
either have to be a close personal
friend or have paid a very lengthy visit In their type of private
hell.
Me? Where do I stand In this
criteria for the knowledge of their
works. None except that I have
read their major publications
(that's my Dad's fault, the old
beatnik). Ginsberg's "Howl" was
Incredible In both vision and
sound and Burroughs "Naked
Lunch" made my flesh clammy.
These guys could write with a
vengeance. I was sucked Into
their void and liked It!
But they still place a feeling of
Inferiority within me and I'm
truly hesitant In reviewing the
two discs containing their voices.
These men have come face to
face with the Squldheads of sociAllen Ginsberg roan on The lion For Real
ety and trampled on their tenta-

Parent label
gags lewd
subsidiary
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Geffen
Records cited differences In
"creative philosophy" in announcing It will no longer distribute albums by foul-mouth
comedian Andrew Dice Clay and
groups such as the hard-rock
band Slayer.
"We find ourselves Increasingly al odds with Dcf American's creative philosophy," Geffen said in a statement. "A lot of
soar-searching went Into this ■
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des. They deserve respect and
some of It sould be given to their
choice of media In which they
present their prose: music.
Both have turned to reading
their prose with music accompaniment. Jazz (or something
resembling It) swirls behind their
voices as they step off the train of
reality into a mud puddle of despair.
The first disc I listened to was
Burroughs' Dead City Radio. He Is
a difficult man to listen to as he
reads his prose In such a manner
you would think the man was still
mainlining heroin as If It were
candy. His voice Is Incredibly
slow with a rasp which undoubtedly belongs to a heavy whiskey
drinker.
He speaks of earth being nothing more than a space station. He
talks of snakes In the wild with
glands full of poison. He describes a Junkie with a needle still
stuck In his arm long after he has
Injected his veins ("and It was

tasty," he croons).
I am not even halfway through
the disc and already my skin Is
crawling off my bones. My
thoughts pool around Burroughs'
voice and Is simultaneously peppered with the music of Sonic
Youth. Damn. He's scary. Just to
get back to reality for a moment, I
throw In the Yes album "Drama"
Just to hear something coherent. I
am trying to decide whether or
not I like him.
I think of the "Naked Lunch"
excerpt with the heroin fix description still fresh in my mind. I
have read the very words on the
printed page but to hear them
come from the author himself
makes the prose even more horrific. I approve of his effort but It is
treated with an air of superiority
over the listener thus making It a
burden to get through. Readers of
Burroughs will also find It to be a
burden to get through due to the
■See Poetry, page 6.
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Subterranean network
houses powerful secret
by Dean Wheeler
contributing writer

Stonehenge, Easier Island, the
Bermuda Triangle, the University's Physical Plant Tunnels. What
do these four mystical places
have In common?
Were they, at one time, all sites
of Islamic worship of Allah? No.
Were they all featured In the
Time-Life Books series. Hysterics
of the Unknown? Yet... well, all
except one.
The Tunnels. What exactly are
these alleged tunnels and do they
really exist? Some students have
their own Ideas (or plans?) for

"Someone can easily be killed... Even our employees
must travel the tunnels in groups of no less than two."
-Charles Codding, energy control manager
these tunnels everyday, carrying
power to buildings on campus.
Think about It — underground
tunnels connecting building to
building. Cool — you'll never be
late for a class again!
But before you go making a
Teenage Mutant Nlnja Turtle leap
for the nearest hole In the
ground, remember those 4,000
volts of llfe-sucklng electricity

The Tunnels.
"They're probably used for
drug deals, " University student
Debbie Adametz said. Another
University student, Andrea
Brown, feared that they were
used to peek Into the girls'
showers.
Yes. these tunnels do exist. But
no, they're not used for drug
deals or for peeking Into bathrooms. More than 4,000 volts of
electricity surge through cables In

■ Sec Tunnels, page 10

■ From Sitters, page 4..

ment. In the chorus, Carter
chimes "I fell In love" and a crew
of male backup singers answers
"Whatcha wanna do that for?"
She maintains that kind of attitude throughout the album, her
natural penchant for Jubilation
countered by the spasms of reality.
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External differences become
Internal similarities on these two
albums, but Scrawl and Carlene
Carter end their respective offerings going In opposite directions
once again.

Smallmouth concludes with "I
Need You," an elegant Eurhythmies cover which is as simple as
its name. Carter bids adieu with
Soft-spoken resignation glides "Easy From Now On." She ends a
In on "The Sweetest Thing." Car- bad relationship by singing "It's
ter opens the song by slowly sing- gonna be easy to fill the heart of a
thirsty woman/Harder to kill the
ing "In the stillness of the
ghost of a no good man."
dawn/Our love Is dead and
gone" and things don't get much
With that, the two part ways,
better. The closest she gets to
both knowing that one way or
"the sweetest thing" Is In her
memories. Carter divides the rest another. In a college town or In
the heart of the country, sisters
of her time searchln' for ("One
gotta work It out.
Love"), doubtin' ("The Leavln'
Side," "Guardian Angel"), and
celebratin' ("My Dixie Darlln'."
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"You Are The One") Troo Luv, a
'90s rarity.

518 E. Wooster
352 - 6886
a*k See our complete Life m HeU>gseeiijx$ casd lin^vuiaoq r.v«iiY«:il oS '

Frank Espositojs assistant editor
and music critic for The Insider.
■ From Poetry, page 5.
author's drowned dialogue.
If you see Dead City Radio In
the stores, I would suggest you
Ignore It, buy a ninety minute
blank tape and give It to me so I
can make a copy for you.
Ginsberg's The Lion For Real Is
quite different though. Where
Burroughs is Incoherent, Ginsberg reads his poetry with such
life and vitality there Is no burden Involved at all. His reading Is
like a chant which marches to an
apocalyptic rhythm. Poems like
"Complaint of the Skeleton to
Time" are presented with music
that sounds like a Cajun funeral
rapture. Jazz blares out of the
background with saxophone and
deep base count to match the rising and falling of Ginsberg's fcrThls disc was a pleasure to
play again. He has always been a
favorite poet of mine and he
makes excellent use of the music
to place a greater emphasis on
the hell In which he has clawed
his way out of. Buy 111 If you appreciate poetry of the beat generation, this disc should be sitting
beside your beat up copies of
Ginsberg's City Light Books publications.
I hope Burroughs reconsiders
before deciding to read his prose
Into a tape recorder again. It's really not worth It. But I would
have to say, Ginsberg has really
captured my Interest In the way
he presents his poetry and I wait, I
with panting tongue lolling on
chest, for the next Ginsberg disc
to be presented to me.

Jason Zachary Pott is a senior film
studies major and creative writing
narlar.» M *van M slytavlK Uui
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Sire uses 900 hotline
profits to fight AIDS
by Colleen Hixenbaugh
staff writer

Although medical and research Institutions
usually are the main places where contributions
to the battle against AIDS are made, the music
Industry has now delved Into their midst.
Sire Records Is one of the companies Involved
for the past two years In assisting AIDS organizations. The release of a safe-sex dance record titled "No Condom, No Sex," was made by Sire
last year to help develop an awareness of the
AIDS epidemic.
Randy Morrison, co-producer of the record,
said In a telephone Interview the record was
produced to be played In dance clubs to educate
patrons on safe sex. The record hit the mld-30's
on the record charts and an MTV music video
was produced to further distribute the message.
"I am working with the two AIDS organizations on distributing funds," Morrison said.

"They assist me In 'ocatlng various AIDS organizations that we allocate proceeds to." Finances
for treatment of AIDS patients range from S5 to
S13 billion per 172,000 patients. This overwhelming cost Is often unattainable for those
who are in need. However, Sire plans on changing this fact.

7

"There are times when I do think, 'That could
be me in a couple of months or a year' but it
is not something you can concentrate on.
You have to just live day-to-day... For a 30
year-old, I feel I have lived a very full life and
done many things that most people my age
never get to do and I'm not afraid to die."

"So much emphasis Is placed on research for a
cure, but we decided to help those who need It
now," Morrison said.
Morrison said he hopes to provide financial
assistance to AIDS patients who are currently affected by the deadly HIV virus rather than give
funds to research Institutions.
Callers who dial the hotline at
1 (900)454-3355 are able to preview and rate
new records, hear the latest release dates and
tour Information and listen to Sire recording artists as they discuss a number of subjects.

■ From AIDS, page 1.
He knows the end Is coming,
but he doesn't know when.
Rodney, who requested that
his last name not be used, first
suspected something was wrong
with his health when he came
down with the measles last
November.
"I had the measles when I was
young and last November I got
them again. That's when I decided to get a blood test (for
AIDS)," he said In an Interview
following his speech to students
In Health and Human Services
200.
A month later, doctors told
Rodney he had tested positive for
HIV — the virus that causes the
Immune system to wear down
and become susceptible to AIDSrelated Infections.
The suicidal feelings, coupled
with shock and denial that Rodney experienced, were so Intense
his doctors put him on antidepressant drugs for several
months. His reaction was not
unique, however. Most people
when first diagnosed as HIV positive tend to go through similar
stages.
Although he Is uncertain exactly who gave him the virus, Rodney said he was Infected by
having unprotected sex while Irving In Los Angeles. During his
stay in Los Angeles, Rodney was
acutely aware of AIDS because of
pamphlets distributed at a gay
bath house where he worked.
There Is no law In Ohio requiring a person testing HTV positive
to Inform anyone of that fact, and
Rodney has made the decision
not to contact his previous sexual
partners due to the nature of
those encounters.

people we don't know, so a lot of
people I would not even know
how to get In touch with."
He did, however. Inform his
family In Pennsylvania of his
condition. Having told his mother
and father over the phone, Rodney said he was surprised at his
mother's calm response. Later,
his father told him that "she
broke down" after the phone
conversation.
Seeking the much-needed support of his family. Rodney moved
back to the small town In Pennsylvania where he grew up. But
his cousins "gave him a hard
time" and his parents really did
not seem to offer much help.
After a month. Rodney decided to
strike out on his own In Toledo.
He says he has no bitterness or
animosity toward his family
"People there (in Pennsylvania) were really ignorant to
what was going on with me. But I
decided I had to tell them because
I have always been open about
my life," he said. "It's not thenfault they are Ignorant as they
arc. It's Just the area where they
live."
Since he moved to Toledo,
most people have not treated
Rodney differently when they
find out he Is HTV positive.
However, he recalled one experience that was especially disturbing.
Ai his previous Job, several older women reacted with hostility
when Rodney told them about his
health condition. He decided to
take a leave of absence from the
Job because of this.
Consequently, he began volunteering at David's House in
Toledo — a facility that provides
a home and food for people with
"When I was In California, I did AIDS. Rodney currently Is cmnot know I was HTV positive. And ployed there as afternoon atIt is not unusual In the homosex- tendant
"Rodney hi a very poslttvcpaflil
ual lifestyle to have sex

son who tries to focus on aspects
which will help residents Improve their health," said Elaine
Bailey, director of David's House.
"He is a very special person with
a great sense of humor and very
open about his situation."
An Important part of therapy
for AIDS patients is to maintain
good rapport with others, and It's
Rodney's personal outlook that
benefits the others.
"It Is very Important for people
not to be negative or afraid
around people who have AIDS
because they arc trying to be positive," Rodney said, "and negativity brings them down."
Through his work at David's
House, Rodney has seen the various stages of AIDS and even
all. The hardest thing for mc
mourned the loss of several
since I have been diagnosed Is
friends. Despite an unknown fugetting used to taking so much
ture, he continues to concentrate medicine. Before I was sick. I
on short-term goals.
never even took aspirin," he
"There arc times when I do
said.
think, 'That could be mc In a couSelf-reflection, responsibility
ple of months or a year' but It Is
and honesty with others have
not something you can concenalso taken priority in Rodney's
trate on," he explained. You
new outlook. He said he Is totally
have to Just live day-to-day."
honest with potential rePart of living day-to-day Inlationships and always mentions
cluded adjusting his personal
the fact he Is HTV posttve.
lifestyle. Since his diagnosis,
"Surprisingly, most people do
extravagances such as drinking
not shy away from a relationship
and smoking pot have been
when I tell them I'm Infected," he
abandoned In the pursuit of a
said. "Because I'm up front about
healthier lifestyle.
my situation, precautions (conTaking the five dally doses of
doms) are always used."
AZT also was something that reBecause people can often have
quired adjustment.
HTV without knowing It Rodney
Because the HTV virus attacks
emphatically stressed the Importhe Immune system, AZT helps
tance of using a condom If
people build a resistance to the
neither partner has had a blood
virus and thus delays the onset of test
AIDS. Some AZT users experi"I have a brother who is also
ence headaches, vomiting and
gay and I really try and tell him
dizziness as side effects to the In- how Important (testing) Is betense drug. Luckily, Rodney did
cause he could be Infecting other
not experience any of those
people, but he Just doesn't want
symptoms.
to do It. He says he would rather
"For the first two weeks I had
not know If he Is (HTV) posttve or
•VaubU sfeetflhg; mjt tartk .host
M9aM'SI9iqflI03 1UO 99C

Rodney, however, said he Is
"glad he knows" about his health
condition because It has Increased his self-awareness and
made him more responsible. It
has also given him the opportunity to educate and dispel some of
the myths about the elusive
disease — half the battle towards
creating greater understanding
and compassion, he said.
"Education Is the main thing In
getting people to realize It Is not
the people (who have HTV) they
should fear, but the disease Itself," Rodney explained.
He plans on continuing to
speak at other schools In order to
promote that message.
Even though there Is no current cure for HTV or AIDS. Rodney remains serene and positive
about the not-so-dlstant future.
"For a 30 year-old, I feel I have
lived a very full life and done
many things that most people my
age never get to do," he said. "I'm
not afraid to die."
Shelley Banks, a junior journalism
major, is managing editor for The In-
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For Xmas?
You bet. At least it will
be too late to get your
senior prints back in
time to give with or as
Christmas gifts, unless
you act now. Schedule
your portrait sitting for
this week or next or
you'll miss one of the
most personal gift
accompaniments: a
senior portrait of you by
Varden Studios of New
York.
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Chapter 2: The Water Breaks
The frogs rose through layers
of sill, broke the skin of the pond
and scuffled away from the flood
plain. A call had swept over them
and slowly, In colonies, they had
emerged from their blankets of
mud like prophets.
"Blue Moon" was playing
through the grease-stricken radio
at the Bottle of Smoke Bar and
Grill on Route 69.
The croaking, euphonious,
brought with It the memory of
rain, and a couple of old stool
Jockeys seated at the bar rubbed
their Joints and cursed Into their
beers.
The Soy-Bean Tank miracle
had brought a freak show with It,
the frogs being the latest attraction.
The cavalcade of frogs crossing
the route caused a minor stir, because the 18 wheelers that
breathed and rocketed down the
country highway coated the asphalt with flesh.
Route 69 became known as
Frog Skin Highway.
And yet their exodus from the
ditches and streams continued.
The Soy-Bean Tank had become a shrine. Long a place of
adolescent copulation, the rusty
tank gleamed under the glare of
noon-day sun and midnight headlight.
A face of sorts had appeared,
sketched In archipelagos of ferrous oxide. And like Frog Skin
Highway, the gravel road leading
up to the tank had been renamed.
It was called the Crimson Way.
The calloused flesh of knees
had torn and scraped and bloodied the road.
Under the grill of noon-day
sun, or In the pockets of night,
the tank drew a congregation.
Some came on their knees, the
fruits of penance running down
their legs Into the Midwestern
soil. Some were carried, torsos
twisted, arms dragging with pa-

ear drums of the faithful with a
furious roar.
A preacher cried that hell was
being raised, for the sky Inhaled
and erupted like a blast furnace.
The face on the tank seemed to
cry out. And then there was an
armaggedon of soybeans, as the
walls of the tank buckled and collapsed.
A train that the penitent heard
delivering them from their
misery was not the South Central
running full throttle through the
town.
As the sky broke, the pain of
childbirth was splitting through a
woman's thighs.
Her water gushed forth and In
a screaming of amnlotlc fluid,
umbilical cord and blood the
color of earth, a child dropped,
trembling like a skinned animal.
Isy.

Darkness of sight, darkness of
hearing, darkness of soul — all
were driven down the Crimson
Way. Clutching ragged pieces of
news sheet like tickets of faith,
they came wrapped In urinecolored cloth.
As did bikers, chromephallused, breathing gas vapor.
Polyester was represented too.
Blue-haired wives and senility
wavered In the shimmering heat
pouring like a spiritual broth
around the tank.
High school football coaches
brought their young, muscled
squads for benediction. Scalps
shaved like Marines, they stood
still at attention, helmets cradled
In nook of arm.
And still the frogs crossed
Route 69.
Sodium arc bulbs exploded
bowls of light for the cameras. A

Furious
resident
bugs out
BERKELEY SPRINGS. W.Va.
(AP) — An apartment tenant was
cited for contempt after unleashing thousands of cockroaches In
court to protest her living conditions, authorities said.
Maria Terwen said she wanted
to demonstrate to court officials
that her apartment was uninhabitable. So she dumped the Insects
on the desk In front of Morgan
County Magistrate Margaret Gordon at a hearing Wednesday.
"Thousands of roaches must
have been In the container,"
Gordon said. "It was awful. It really freaked me out. I never had
anything Ilk* this happen before,

nation's eyes prowled the scene,
prompted by Journalists who
belched cold coffee.
The visage remained through
the pelting of rain and broil of
sun. A cottage Industry had begun on the side of the Crimson
Way. T-shirts and pot-holders,
pens and cocoa mugs, engraved
with the likeness of the visage.
The trickle of the curious had
become the flood of the faithless.
The cluster of shops, the bank, a
town hall hewn from quarry
limestone and the church that
made up the lonely burg on Route
69 experienced a mild boom.
And It would have been a
prosperous miracle. If It had
lasted.
During the third month of the
Soy Bean Tank Miracle, on the
third Friday as the Iron hands of
the clock of the town hall struck
three, it began to drizzle.

Sonorous galleon clouds gathered on the bowl of horizon. And
as It began to rain, the crowds
huddled together under the
shadow of the tank.
A day and a half later, a mud
field had risen and the soy bean
tank was surrounded by sodden
figures cast In slate.
A gentle drumming began,
which worked Its way Into a cacophony of timpani, filling the

The toy bean tank was washed
away. The hollow that the town
satin was a natural sluice and all
was washed down stream.
An except for a colony of frogs,
which rested In a nest of croaks
on a rock outcropping.
Chuck Travis, a graduate student in
mass communications, is a featured
columnist for The BC News.
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Doctor Dave stays hot with hits of summer '90
by Dove tasldnd

College ot Muwnt Knowledge

Reds rock NW Ohio
by EmNy Vosburg
staff writer

Unlverstlty students missed a
hell of a performance last Thursday night.
Admittedly, the Coconut Beach
Club on Route 25 Isn't within
walking distance. But on September 13 the Russians came...
strumming their guitars and singing their hearts out.
The group was GAZA. These
Muscovites sing In Russian, relying heavily on music's status a*
the universal language.
A pair of Bowling Green-based
bands — Opiate of the Masses
(minus guitarist Matthew Mohr)
and Phantom Circus — opened

for GAZA. GAZA's music, with Its
Indian-Influenced sounds,
seemed dark, haunting and
grasping In comparison. Their
style also has traces of U2, Bauhaus and Joy Division.
Azamat, a guitarist for the
group who speaks fluent English,
said all the members bring their
own Influences to the group, and
that they don't set out to Imitate a
certain style.
"I was shocked In my life twice
by rock stars," Azamat said. "The
first one was Jim Morrison of the
Doors, and the second one was
Ian Curtis from Joy Division. I
can't say that I had Idols, though.
I accept any kind of music."
■ See Russians, page 11.

A* Dr. Dave's Incredible
Collage of Musical Knowledge moves Into Ha third
weak of (he new semester.
we have noticed many students falling to attend class.
We want to Increase attendance Immediately, students.
Our research assistants
vigorously hunted through
ad the entries to find those
with perfect scores. After
these were located a
thoroaghty random drawing was held and this
weak'* musical champion
(and our winner) Is Julie
Harris. Here arc the answers for last week's sleep
quiz:
l.BulyOcean
2 Hall ft Oases
3. "Life ma Northern
Town"
4.ZZTop
5. "Ghostfeusters'

Philanthropy:

Freshman level-One point
each.
1. Who hit Number One
With 'Step By Step' ?
2. Who sang 'VogBe'7

Sophomore level-Two
points each.
3. Who hit Number Two
who "Cradle of Love"?
4. Name the Number One
hit by Glenn Medeiros featuring Bobby Brown.
Junior level-Three points
each.
5. Name either female
group who hit the Top Five
with "Hold On".
8. Who sang "Vision of
Love'7
Senior level-Four points
each.
7. Name Rosette's hH
from "Pretty Woman".
8. Name M.C Hammer's
two Top Ten hlu.
Graduate level-Five
points each.
9. Who sang "The
Power"?
10. Name the Top 10 hit
with the line All I ever
wanted, all 1 ever needed la
here In my arms".
This week's winner will
receive a FREE promotional
cassette tape courtesy of
Finders Records and Tapes,
located* 128N Main,
Bowflnfl Green.

I From 1 unnels, page 6. -

that you'd be keeping dose company with.
"Someone can easily be killed."
said Charles Codding, manager of
energy control at the physical
plant. "Even our employees must

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
1990 Pledge Class Officers
ji> President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Scholarship:
Community Service:
' r Social:
►
r NMPC Delegate:
Alternate Delegate:
r Spirit:

8. "Talking In Your
Steep"
9. Grayson Hugh
10. "Obsession"
Please submit your entry
for this week's quiz on a
sheet of paper with your
name, address, and phone
number to "Friday Music
Contest." c/o 214 West
Hall. Bowling Green, Ohio,
43403. Submit all entries
before 6 pjn., Wednesday.
September 26. 1990.
TO INCREASE ATTENDANCE. WE FELT WE
SHOULD TRY AN EASY
QUIZ TO ENCOURAGE ALL
TO ENTER. SO. WE FELT
NOW WOULD BE A GLORIOUS TIME TO REMINISCE
WAY. WAY BACK. THIS
WEEK. WE SALUTE THAT
LONG GONE TIME FROM
WHEN WE WERE ALL
MUCH YOUNGER - HERE
ARE THE HITS OF THE
SUMMER OF 1990.

Stacy Holman
Jodi Shafer
Susan Mitchell
Angle Fettrow
Deb Cordes
Jenna Koerner
Robin Montr!
Penny Parsons
Kristina Dobos
Amy Schermer
Jeanie Lyme

Congratulations!

travel the tunnels In groups of no
less than two."
But If exploring The Tunnels
stlU sounds like a "totally radical"
challenge. like an excerpt from
Indiana Jones or Rambo, there
are a few things to keep In mind.
"It's certain employees' Jobs to
walk through the tunnels and
make sure everything Is orderly."
said Carl Cogar, director of the
University physical plant.
And If the thought of massive
Jolts electricity surging through
your body does not dampen your
sense of adventure, the punishment for trespassing may.
"(The offender) would be
charged for criminal trespassing

and referred to standards and
procedures." said Lt. Ralph Bratt
of the University police.
So If one night Lewis and Clark
come to you in your dreams and
tell you to get out and broaden
your horizons, play It safe. Explore the party scene, not the
tunnels. It's a lot better for your
social life. Besides, you can find
other ways to feel the surge of electrictty running through your
veins.
Hopefully she's blonde and
about 5'8". Or a power forward
for the Knlcks.

MUSICAL CROSSROADS

presents an evening of Classical Indian Music
with reknowed flutist

HARIPRASAD CHAURASIA

with Fazal Hussain, tabla
Thursday, Sept. 27 at 8p.m.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Center
Tickets: $5 adults and $3 students
) ot Musical Arts. Residence Education and
* Government 00,(372^74
hOnniennu/ ' v'lStTil' ./i_>jrf»

—
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Western merits 21 gun salute
by Brian Lumley

r

film critic

As every genre Inevitably runs
Its gamut, the Western Is now as
dead as the Old West. Perhaps
Hollywood's oldest staple, the
Western has Infiltrated America's
culture and has become synonomous with America Itself. The
genre died about fifteen years
ago, a victim of Its own overuse.
Only a few Westerns have
been made In the last fifteen
years, most notably Lawrence
Kasdan's "Silverado" and Michael Clmlno's "Heaven's Gate,"
which was Indirectly responsible
for the final death of the form.
The summer of '88 saw the return of the western In "Young
Guns," a noble attempt to revive
the genre with the use of the
"Brat Pack."
Somewhat successful, this film
traced the "origins" of William
■ From Russians, page 10.
The band formed In January
1989. a week after a newspaper,
SOBESEDNIK, in Moscow printed
a fictitious story called "Why Is
GAZA 300 percent better than
the Beatles?"
The article was run with a picture of the four members of the
then-fictitious band sitting
together at a restaurant. The guys
In the photo must have liked the
Idea, as it became the genesis of
the band.
GAZA, however, faced many
obstacles In the early stages of
their career.
"It's hard to get good Instruments, but If you want to start a
band you can start It with bad
equipment," Azamat said. "Good
equipment is very expensive."
Azamat said the band later
purchased East German guitars.
But their equipment still falls
short of "top of the line," he added.
The group came to the U.S. to
record and perform in March
1990.
In their first two months here,
they played over 25 gigs, he added. Three of those gigs were at
Lafayette Park, across from the
White House In Washington, D.C.
Azamat said the group finds
American audiences more responsive than crowds back
home.
"It was a fresh experience.
They were kind of an Innocent
audience," Azamat said.
They chose to play In Bowling
Green because their promoter
had some ties here and thought
they'd get a good response from
the University audience. They
plan to return later this fall at a
different venue.
The band has released two
four-song recordings, the latest of
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Bonney, a.k.a. Billy the Kid. The
film flashed with many postmodern filmmaking techniques
and the musical score pounded
with modern tempos; essentially
the Old West had been uprooted
and placed In an MTV world.
Enter "Young Guns II," perhaps this summer's best fluff
flick. The film pulses with the
rhythms of yesterday's Westerns.
Gone Is the teen approach to the
Billy the Kid saga. The film-

makers have taken a much more
serious and direct accession to
the West, and more importantly,
the Western.
The film picks up the events of
the first edition with relative
ease. Billy (Emlllo Estevez) Is
now In cahoots with Pat Garrett;
their gang runs through New
Mexico robbing other gangs and
raising a generous amount of
hell. Doc (Klefer Sutherland), the
gentle poet of the old gang, has
gone East and become a teacher.
Chavez (Lou Diamond Philips)
has left to meet his fortunes.
Well, the events of the first film
don't sit too well with the surviving bits of the local law, and a posse Is formed to round up the
folks Involved In the Lincoln
County War. Doc Is dragged back
from New York City and Chavez
Is kidnapped from California. All
that Is missing Is Billy, who soon
frees his jailed cohorts. After reforming the Regulators, Billy and
the gang ride unabashedly across

"It's hard to get good instruments, but if you want to
start a band you can start it with bad equipment. Good
equipment is very expensive."
-Azamat, Soviet rocker
"It's about everything and
nothing," Azamat said of the
album. "It's about people. life
and how we see It.
"It was very political. ... If you
don't write good about politics In
the Soviet Union you are seen as
political. But it's the second thing
to us. The first thing is people
themselves, and they create polltics.
"Of course we sing about love,
because love Is part of everything. That's our point of view."
Their "Liberty" EP features
three different songs about angels, and the band has more angel
songs yet to be recorded. The
angel, the band members explain, Is an observer who can see
another person's viewpoint,
problems and concerns. And by
this definition, any person can be
an angel at some point in life.

CINEMA 5

Emily Vosburg is a staff writer for
The Insider.
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hasn't seen since John Ford's
masterpieces graced the sliver
screens.
The return of the now-defunct
"Brat Pack" members In the lead
roles Is the only hold-over from
the Inferior first film, but their
Inclusion Is one of the main
reasons that this flick works so
well — each of the actors mirrors
the real ages of the gang members, and most Importantly, Bonney himself.
Past attempts to show the exploits of Billy have included the
amusing Pecklnpah effort "Pat
Garret and Billy the Kid." where
a decldedlyunyouth/u/Krls Kristofferson played a very wooden
Billy.
"Young Guns II" works. Regardless of the antiquity or past
renditions of the characters, this
film may very well be the stepping stone to a new (and hopefully) fresh view of the American
West and western.

Urban garden grows
CHICAGO (AP) — Steven Balourdos was tired of the glitz along the
city's Magnificent Mile, so he did what he used to do back home In
Greece. He planted tomatoes. Some of his neighbors are less than enthusiastic, but Balourdos says he's standing by his fruit.
"I feel very strongly to do what I do back home," Balourdos said
Thursday. He emigrated from a tomato-growing region In the 1950s
and runs a business on Michigan Avenue.
"You see a lot of diamonds, you see a lot of mink coats, you see a lot
of Rolls-Royces, but you don't see any tomatoes on Michigan
Avenue," he said.
Earlier this summer. Balourdos had a yearning for some earthlness
to counterbalance the downtown shopping street's glitter and haute
couture.
He planted about 30 tomato plants In square granite containers on
the sidewalk outside a high-rise where he runs his second-story real
estate development company. Only four spindly plants remain. The
rest have been ripped out by unknown foes.
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"The big problem In our case Is
to find out the right word to describe what we want to say. And
it was Just a word: (the angel Is) a
person, an outsider," Azamat
said.

the open mesas.
What really makes this film
work Is the way It propels the
West back Into mythic proportions. The music score by Alan
SUvestrl takes on religious tones,
an almost reverent Gregorian
chant hovers In the background
of the opening, giving It a stately,
mythic stance. Photographed by
Dean Semler ("Dead Calm",
"Young Guns"), his shot composition Is amazing. Very simple In
its structure, he frames every
shot brilliantly. A tree or cactus
may be the only onscreen presence other than the actors, yet It
holds a certain ethereal beauty.
Perhaps this film holds Its
fresh polnt-of-view because of Its
director. Geoff Murphy, an Australian, brings a unique view
strictly because he Isn't an American. He has the ability to look at
our West with a detached perspective and allows the story to
take off with a keen sense of
direction the American western
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King right on time in 'Midnight'
their clothes. Jewelry, even tooth this level requires vivid characterization, which King pulls off.
fillings and pacemakers; worse
"Secret Garden" gets Its terror
yet, the world below Is gone and
the plane Is running out of fuel.
from Its realistic tone — the monKing Intensifies the terror with ster here Is born of guilt, pain and
his usual crafty development of
suffering. The tale has one of
Annually, we look forward to
those Hltchcocklan endings that
Interesting characters: a blind
or dread those constants that
little girl with psychic abilities, a will blow your mind.
plague us year to year: our birthwidower en route to his ex-wlfe's
"The Library Policeman," the
days, the football/baseball
third tale after midnight, ought to
funeral, a psychopath on the
seasons, filing Income tax returns
leave readers with a shiver. He's
verge of destruction.
and, of course, a Stephen King
Of course the story has elethe merciless, silver-eyed guy
novel.
ments from other author's works. you answer to when you library
Two things have come to be
Borrowing seems to be a tradebooks are overdue.
expected of King's novels: horror
mark of King's. Traces of Sax
In the beginning, the tale Is
and length. The former has made Ing.
Ilghthearted and humorous: the
Rohmer (the Fu Manchu novels)
The book's title Is a gimmick:
him a legend: the latter has made
protagonist loses his overdue lieach horrifying tale represents a and J.R.R. Tolkien are evident.
him annoying.
brary books after being excesPoints of the plot closely resemminute past midnight.
Fortunately though, Four Past
sively warned by a mysterious
ble those of a Twilight Zone epAt one past the hour. King
Midnight — book two of a fourold librarian not to miss the due
leads off with "The Langollers," a isode (the very one Is briefly
book deal that reportedly has
date. Suddenly, as King states In
King raking In $35 to S40 million Twilight Zone-esque tale about a mentioned by a character). And
the creatures of the story's title
the book's Introduction, "The
plane flight to hell. The plot Is
— Is made up of four chilling nowhole story (takes) a screaming
spooky enough: 11 people asleep are certainly Influenced by horvellas. What we get, then, Is the
left turn Into the dark places..."
on a Jetliner awaken to find they ror writer Cllve Barker — they
beat of King —his Intense crafts"The Library Policeman" Jugare so cartoonlsh and silly that
are the only remaining passenmanship of horror, his superb
gles several themes such as child
when Juxtaposed with reality
gers on the flight. All the other
work of character development
passengers — Including the pilots they strike a chord of pure terror. molestation, homelessness and
— without being overwhelmed
Still. King has always been able alcoholism which ultimately, due
—have vanished, leaving behind
by the sheer volume of his writlo King's skills, culminate In a
to weave classic horror motifs
nail—biting horror story.
with contemporary retreads and
The Best Bands in Bowling Green
The final Installment. "The Sun
somehow make them his own.
Dog," Is an original tale about a
Plot and characters are so comPlay at
pelling, this story becomes a ner- boy who gets a much-wanted
(must be 21)
Polaroid camera for his birthday.
ve-racking page-turner.
To the boy's horror, the camera
The second tale. "Secret
GAMERS
'
returns the same photo no matter
Window. Secret Garden," In• Rizzo
• Michael Katon
volves a successful writer who Is where he alms It — and It's not a
• Rasberry Jam
• Blitzen
pretty picture. This Is the only
accused of plagiarizing by an
• Rich Michael and Morestory In the collection that casts
ominous stranger. The stranger,
themes to the wind. King's only
who seems to know too much
893 S. Main
Good for One Free Cover Churfte
about the writer's life, expects an purpose here Is to scare the hell
354-OI1G
out of you.
unusal compensation.
With this story. King returns to
The reader will find Four Past
the theme of man's duality {The
Midnight perfect material for
Shining and The Dark Hal fboth
those readlng-tn-the-backused similar Ideas). He seems
of-the-lecture-hall moments, and
fascinated with the dark nature
simply some of Stephen King's
of good people. But writing on
best work to date.

by Marvin trown
contributing writer
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Myles Pizza & Pasta
Open 10:00 A.M.
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NEW ITEMS!
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CLOSED FOR
*/ REMODELING

Sept. 18,19, 20.
REOPENS AS CHILY'S EXPRESS ON
FRIDAY, SEPT. 21

Spaghetti and
Bread Sticks

I Coupon i

Small Cheese
Pizza

4?

354-4660
300 Wooster
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Pollycyes

inside only
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Expires 9\30\90\
440 E. Court, B.G. 352-9638
945 S. Main, B.G. 352-7571
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by Frank EsposHo
assistant editor

If I had one lone dollar for
every cataclysmic change that
occurs where the Northwest Ohio
rock scene Is concerned, I
wouldn't be writing this now. I'd
be sunning myself on a 40-foot
luxury yacht somewhere off the
coast of Trinidad, eating cherry
tomatoes and playing the Replacements and Husker Du at
bone-crushing volume. To
dream, to dream...
Unfortunately, no such reimbursement exists where local
rock Is concerned, so my efforts
to keep up with It are done free of
charge. Here's a few tidbits,
sound bites and unsubstantiated
rumors to keep the local scenesters happy.
AND THEY CAN DO ANYTHING: BG may have found Its
first supergroup In Thin Blue
Lounge. The lineup consists of
Paul Johnson (Sheepish Grin).
Dave Binckwood (Psychobllly
Cadillac. Hothra), Mick Stevens
(The Sygn, Four Hosemen), John
Manning (XHOA) and Michael
Gribben (Wet Shavers...klnda).
The crew has been putting on a
lounge parody klnda deal for a
few months now.
"We're trying to achieve a psychedelic lounge effect." Blackwood said. "I think that 100
years from now, people will see
lounge as Its own genre, like classical and rock-n-roll." Somewhere, each member of Crosby,
Stills, Nash, and Young can feel
the sweat begin to trickle down
their backs.
STHLL GrOIN' DUTCH: The
Dutch Crumbs continue to dominate local airplay at
WBGU—88.1 FM. Bitter, their
1989 debut, comes In at number
8 this week on the station's
Alternative Airplay Top Ten.
They're Just In front of Devo and
right behind Was (Not Was).
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Television Listings
from Sept. 21 tnru Sept. 27
Because of a new FCC ruling, listings lor out-of-town stations carried by your cable system are subject to blackout or last minute changes In programming.
We regret any inconvenience this may cause.
DAYTIMEMORNING

o
0
CD

m
m
m

5:30

5:00
PM

Mag

6:30

CBS News

Sign-Ofl Cont'd
Sign-OK

Ag-Day

News

Well Now'
Trump Card

NBC News

Todayg

ABC News

Good Morning America Q

0D

ESPN Varied

Muppets

News
Getting Fit

Tell Truth

Live - Regis 1 Kalh* Lee

Joan Rivers

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

G.I. Joe

Woody

Robert Tilton

Gum mi B.

Menace

Happy Days

In Motion

Nation s Business Today

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON
11:30
12:00
12:30

Price

Concentr

Nin|a Turtles Melodies

SporlsCenter

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

Bold. Bea

Pries

News

Sesame St

Midday

Price

News g

Young and the Restless
Generations

2:00
Coronation

Country Practice
Bold. Bea

Marsha W

News

m

Home

Match Game Loving g

©

Instructional

Varied

Instructional

Instructional Programming

TBA

Jeannie

Laverne

Odd Couple

Too Close

New Beaver

Flmtstones

Newsline

Hmooner

1 Love Lucy

Andy Griffith

B Hillbillies

Quiz Kids

Chipmunks

ESPN Training

In Motion

Bodyshape

Varied Programs

TMC Movie

Movie

Larry Rice
Webster

Jeffersons g
Getting Fit

Varied Programs

3:00

3:30

Guiding Light

Take the High Road

As the Work) Turns

Bewitched

Movie

2:30

As the Work) Turns

Home

700 Club
Laverne

[Movie

Movie

Movie Cont'd

Wh Fortune

Make Deal

Homestretch Contact

DuckTales

Mr Dtessup Sesame St

Sally Jessy Raphael

Instructional Programming

Thunder cats Gl Joe

11:00
Price

Family Feud

Homestretch Sesame Street g

TBA

10:00 ! 10:30
Geraldo

Peo Court

Business

Father

9:30

Sally Jessy Raphael

FIT

Sign-Off Cont'd

Sign-on Cont'd

CD
CD
CD

9:00

8:30

This Morning

i Toledo It

Sign-Off Cont'd

Sign-Off Cont'd

CD
CD

8:00

7:30

Sign-Olt Cont'd

©

o
o

7:00
This Morning

News

Business

©

TMC
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6:00

Wok

4:00

4:30

Joker s Wild

Challengers

Donahue

Talkabout

Danger Bay

Video Hits

Guiding Light

Oprah Winfrey g

ALF

5:30

5:00

Five Thirty

GoWen Girls Cosby Show

Days ot Our Lives g

Anothei Work)

Santa Barbara

Gro Pains

All My Children

One Lite to Live

General Hospital

Geraldo

Hard Copy

Reading

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Varied

Animals

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Sq. 1 TV

DuckTales

Chip-Dale

Tiny Toon

Peter Pan

Highway to Heaven g

Peter Pan

Chip-Dale

Tale Spin

Tiny Toons

Mead Clss

Facts ot Lite

KIDS

Varied

Instructional Programming

Varied
Movie

1 Varied

Legends ot Wrestling
Movie

Varied

Donahue
News

Movie

if————coupon..

VIDEO
DELIVERY

HAIR UNLIMITED
EASYSTREET
104 S. Main St. ^"^

353 0988

Live Classic Rock Band

143 W. WOOSTER

353-3281

Quality Hair Care at
ReasontDle Prices

THE TANNING CENTER
3 convenient locations

*

- 143W. Wooster

*

Coming next Tuesday 25th

OVER THE RHINE

OFF

WALK-IN OR DELIVERY

r»»*f»t»*t*t»»n

BLITZEN
•

50

Rent 1 Video,
Receive 50' Off
the 2nd Rental

• Guys cuts always $8.00
• Nexxus Products available

Performing this Friday & Saturday
* '

354-LATE
354-5283

%

- 248 N Mam
- 993 S. Main

Your Tanning Professionals
since 1980

Delivering
today's hits,
yesterday's
classics &
Nintendo fun!
Located at:

JDEI

354-LATE
354-5283
Valid Sun.-Thurs.
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
O NM

o

CD
ID
9
9
6D

News
News

CBS News

News

NBC News
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7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

10:00

Evening Shade

Movie:

1 Laugh

Chance

Alcan Jazz Festival

Auto Racing Pocono 500

Wh Fortune

Jeopardy!

Evening Shade

Movie:

The Work) s Oldest Living Bridesmaid"

Movie

Murder COO.''

The World's Oldest Living Bridesmaid

Ent Tonight

Night Court

Super Bloopeis S Jokes

Cur Affair

Family FeuO

Full House

Streamside

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wash Wee* WM St.

Doctor Who

Family Matters

Go Places

11:00

10:30

PMMag

Personalities ABC News
Business

9:30

CBS News

Journal

20/20

11:30
Newhart

News

Good Rockm ronite

News

Edition

News

Tonight Show

12:30

Arsenio Hall
Born Inno

Wiseguy

Arsenio Hall
Differ ent

12:00

News

Letterman
Nightltne

EastEnders

Yr. Show

Adventure

Spotlight

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

Business

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall St

m

Frontline Special Report

Frontline Special Report

Served'

Ideas

Ideas

BefvPu*1'*'

Charles

Boss?

Mama

America s Most Wanted

DEA

Star Trek Ne»t Gener

Barney M.

Twil Zone

Curse of the Black Widow

BD

Gro Pains

Family Ties

Boss'

Preview

America s Most Wanted

DEA

News

M-A'S'H

Hunter

SponsLook

SportsCtr.

Mapr League BaseDall: Teams to Be Announced

ESPN Spots

me

Movie

Dakota

Cont'd

Mov*

Young Guns

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

e
o
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©
9
9
9
9
9

License to Drive

Movie "Turner & Hooch"
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12:00

12:30

1:00

Pee-wee

Maior League Baseball Regional Coverage

Elephant

Wonders

Anything

BUI Ted

Pee-wee

Mapr League Baseball Regional Coverage

Sand-Bell

Guys

Saturday Videos

Par 27

Gardener

Planet

2:00

1:30

3i» 4 Ted

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00

5:00

4:30

5:30

College Football: Alabama at Georgia

Fish n

Driver's Seat Peopl -Dog

Sportsweekend
College Football Alabama at Georgia

Movie:

School Quiz

Summer of My German Soldier

Saturday Sporis Showcase Boxing
College Football: Notre Dame at Michigan State

Bugs A Tweety

College Football: UCLA at Michigan

N Dupree

La Cookin'

Cooking

Garden

Gourmet

Ok) House

Woodwnghl

Hometime

Is II Antique

Sd. Modal

Austin City Limits

AD Creatures

Vets Only

Outdoors

Motorweek

Streamside

Old House

Garden

La. Cookin

Hometme

Gourmet

Yan Cooks

Is It Antique

Alexander

Sailing With

TBA

TBA

Tiny Toon

New Beaver Superboy

Mercedes

Tennis Davis Cup -- USA vs. Austria

WWFWrestkng
Movie

Movie

College Football: Pittsburgh at Syracuse
Movie:

The Scarlace Mob'

ISM Pulling
TMC

11:30

11:00

Movie:

Fan Guy

Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced

Places in the Mean

Movie

Endangered Species

Enter the Dragon

College FootbH: Northeastern at Harvard

College Gameday
Cont'd

Scoreboard

Movie' "Turner a Hooc-

Pict Show

New Lassie

Movie: "Some Kind ot Wonderful

Cartoonm

Charles

Movie: "Real Genius

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o
9
9
9
9
ED

9
9

Football

7:30

7:00
PM Magazine

8:00
Family Man

8:30
Hogans

9:30

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

News

Assignment Adventure

Hot Metal

News

E.A.R.T.H. Force

48 Hours

News

Star Search

News

Saturday Night Live

Real Fishing

Don Cherry

Maw Country

News

Wh. Fortuna

Cash Exp.

Family Man

Hogans

Newt

NBC News

Working-Out Golden Gats Empty Nest

Entertainment This Week

Parenthood

College Football

Current Affair Extra

Young Riders

Movie:

Osgrassi

Lawrence Walk Show

Evening at Pops

Tribute to Vaclav Havel

Club

10:00
48 Hours

Saturday Report

Carol a Co

Dreamer

Beverly His Cop"

Night Music

Arsenio Hall
Frontline Special Report

Jazz

American Gladutors
Austin City Limits

European

Tony Brown

Lawrence Welk Show

Wonderful Work) ol Disney Red-Courage

Charles

Boas?

Video

Haywire

Cops

Chronicles

Star Trek: Next Gener

Comic Strip Live

3 s Co

Emergency

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Video

Haywire

Cops

Chronicles

Comic Strip Live

New Music

Movie: "Continental Divide"

SportsCtr

Scoreboard

Baseball

SportsCtr

Real Genius" Con: d

Mama

Scoreboard
JMovie "Turner S Hooch

Mone

Frankenstein/Monster Hen

America's Horse

Under the Gun"

THE ARRANGEMENT
Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers

COPY SHOP
117 East Court St. B.G.

Movie: "The DavH at 4 0 clock

College Foolt lad: Colorado at Texas

Movie: "Under Cover"

12:30

Movie: "Annie Hall"

Belvedere

THE

WE'D LOVE TO GET
SNIPPY WITH YOU

352-4068

Your hateyle makes; .1 person.il Kitilrmrni Ami il 1h.1i
siaicmcni is "iirrcl" and
•bonny.1' the cut's ihr
ii.iiiU' dome in ioda) i< »r .1
h,itr i.ishioM update Vim
may hr )usi Bflftpa .m.i\
Iron. .111 cxi iiinR rttnnxMir
siyk*. poWOf k»ok. of luss
Ircc lun WxpACI ■!»• bratl
Youi h.itf will ba In of mm..I
< Ofl'lllHH) tkCC.HISC wt* use
Krclkrn iMtKlucis-tlic lurry
baM in luiir < an

more than just copies !
Get the BEST PRICE — Call Us
Copying • Printing • Typesetting
Screen Printing • Word Processing
Trophies • Plaques • Certificates

fe

9:00
EARTH Force

Football

ESM Tennis
TMC

6:30
News

352-4101

118 S. Main

'^r^w^vvVlAW^v^^w^^<v^WvwwWW^»Wv^W*L

Valid for
$5.00 on your
first visit

REDKEN

AMHASSAtXJR SALON

352-41431

Friday, September 21, 1990

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o
o
ID
H)
©
0D
©
S)
ESP*

6:30

NFL Footoall

7:00

ID
S3

10:30

10:00

Movie: Leona Helmsley The Queen ol Mean

11:00

11:30

12:00

Family Hour

Movie: "Tin Men"
Murder, She Wrote

Movie: "Leona Helmsley: The Queen of Mean
Movie: She Said No

News

Byron Allen

Movie: "The Running Man

Editors

Robbins

Doctor Is In

Ideas

Defense

Sign-Ofl

News

NBC News

Movie: "Camp Cucamonga

Video

Lite Goes On

Videos

Evening at Pops

Civil War

El Matador

Civil War

Civil War

Lawrence Welk Show
Ideas

Great Lakes Austin City Limits

News

Venture

ABC News

Funniest

Siskel

Insport

News

Sportsweekend Auto Racing
A Town Like Alice

Baseball's Heirlooms

News

The 90s

True Colors

PartierL

In Color

Get a Lite

Married...

Against (he Law

Twil Zone

Fri the 13th Sign-Off

Star Trelc

True Colors

Parker L

In Color

Get a Ufe

Married..

Against the Law

M-A-S'H

Turn Page

Major League Baseball

NFL Primetime

Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston Cup - Goody's 500

Movie: "Turner & Hooch"

11:30

| Movie: "The 'Burba"

12:30

1:00

NFL Today

Takm' Off

12:00

2:00

1:30

2:30

Coronation

Gardener

Meeting Place

Real Estate

Nick Saban

J. Cooper

NFL Today

NFL Football: Regional coverage

Shut-ins

Mats

Michigan

NFL Live

NFL Football: San Diego Chargers at Cleveland Browns

Tomorrow

Week-David Brinkley

Close-Up

Bus World

Canada

College Football Ohio St vs Team TBA Wall St.

Hymn Sing

Infinite Voyage

Newtons

One on One Adam Smith Movie: "Carmen"

Snakmaster

Twin Star

Movie: "Going Ape!

Land

Charles

Star Trek: Next Gener

Movie

Reporters

NFLGameday

Auto Racing Portugal

News

3:30

4:30

5:30

Grizzly Adams

Movie

Juice Man

TBA

Pollution

Children in the Shadows

Oul ol World Secret ID.

Movie: "First Blood"

Pre-Game

Star Search

Siskel

One on One McLaughlin

Firing Line

Lawrence Walk Show

Jacques Cousteau

Market

Major League Baseball Detroit Tigers at Oakland As
Rich & Famous

Auto Racing CART 200

Preview

Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced

Movie: "My Favorite Year"

Movie: "Who's Harry Crumb?"

|Movie

St Elmos Fire

SEPTEMBER 24,1990
7:00

8:00

7:30

CBS News

PM Mag

Symphony

Danger Bay

Uncle Buck

8:30

9:00

Map' Oad

Murphy B

9:30

10:00

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

Uncle Buck

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight Night Court

Fresh Pnnce Feins B

Major Oad

Murphy B

10:30

11:30
Newhart

Arsenio Had

Journal

•lew.

SCTV

Persuaders

Design. W

Trials ol Rose O'Neill

News

Edition

Evening Shade

News

Tonight Show

Personalities ABC News

Cur Affair

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Civil War

Civil War

NFL Football Buffalo Bills al New Yoik Jets
Ideas

EastEnders

Yr Show

89

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business

Animals

Civil War

Civil War

Ideas

Served

Mystery!

81
0

Belvedere

Charles

Boss?

Mama

Movie: "The Sure Thing"

Star Trek: Next Gener

Barney M.

Twilight 2

Gro. Pains

Family Ties

Boss'

Preview

Movie: "The Sure Thing"

News

M-A-S"H

Hunter

ESPN

Motowortd

SportsLook

SportsClr

Motorweek

Match-up

Water Skiing: World Tour

Baseball

SportsClr

Honw Racing: La. Derby

Movie: "Lock Up

Letterman
Arsenio Hall

All Purposes Business

Movie: "License to Drive

12:30

News

m

Men. Mag.

12:00

Tnals ol Rosie 0 Ne*

Movie: "Casey s Gift For Love of a Child

Family Feud MacGyver

11:00

Design. W

Fresh Prince wen Meet Again

News

THC Short Film

5:00

NFL Football Regional coverage

Swing Shift

|Movie: The Barbarians

4:00

NFL Football Eagles at Rams

Opera

American Gladiators

Movie: "The Burbs" Contd

3:00

CFL Footbifc SaiHtchawsn Roughnders at Winnipeg Blue Bombers

Home Again Soloflex

Long Ago

News

NFL Primetime

Movie: "Sdrwrod"

Movie: "Oh. God1

SportsClr

6:30

K Copeland Survival

SportsCenter

SEPTEMBER 23,1990

Wall St Jml Siskel

SportsCtr

Baseball

12:30
Arsenio Hall

News

Major League Baseball

6:00

o
o

9:30

60 Minutes

MONDAY EVENING
O

9:00

NFL Football: Regional

11:00

GD
89
89
Esm
me

8:30

Bonanza

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

m
m

8:00

Murder. She Wrote

TMC "St Elmos Fire Cont'd

O
O
ID
ID

7:30

60 Minutes

Movie: "Ferns BueHer's Day Off

AIDS

Movie: Death Ship"
Fa" Guy
NFL

s Greatest Moments

Amer Nmja III

Falcon House

aapaaa
f

Sporting
c
a. Goods

I $2.00 off any crow or hooded
sweatshirt or sweatpants
( asst. styles and colors )
Expires 10/6/90
Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweats • BGSU
School Jockets • T-Shirt printing • Sports Equipment
Open 10-9 Daily Sot 10-5:30 Sun 12-5
123 S. Main St. 352-3610 Dowtown B.G.
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Giving new meaning to the
term strawberry-blonde
the \xya\/e
l~>air becomes ar-t
$2 off any service
i -1?^ 1'.?. ^ - Lay'
with this coupon

Friday, September 21, 1990

TUESDAY EVENING
O

o

SEPTEMBER 25,1990

6:30

6:00
News

7:30

Rescue 911

Movie:

Babar

Airwaves

5th estate

Market PI

is

Rescue 911

Movie:

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight Night Court

Matlock

S>

Personalties ABC News

Cur ARM

Boss?

A» Purposes Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Civil War

Cnmwar

MacNeH/Lehrsf Newshour

Civil War

Family Feud

Head Can.

9:30

10:00

10:30

SCTV

Rising Damp

News

Edition

EARTH Force

In the Heat ol the Night

News

Tonight Show

thtrtysomething

Arsenio Han

Journal

I Ideas

EastEnders

Yr Show

Served

Moscow's Man

Business

Animals

Civil War

Cherts

Boss?

Mama

Movie: "Tank"

Star Trek: Next Gener

Barney M.

Twilight Z

Gro Pans

FenWyTies

Boss?

Prevtaw

Movie: "Paternity''

News

M'A"S-H

Hunter

cm

Running

SportsLook

SportaCtr

Major League Baseball Teams to Ba Announced

O

CBS News

o

m
m

7:30
PM Mag.

Movie: "Dixie Dynamite''
| Fa* Guy

Maior League Baseoal: Teams to Be Announced

Real Genius"

Movie: "The Hanoi Hilton

Nightmares

8:00

8:30

Lenny

9:30

9:00

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30
Newhart

Jake and the Fatman

Doctor

Jake and the Fatman

CBS News Special

Edition

FaneDi Boys

Dear John

Hunter

Tonight Show

Doogn H

Married P

Cop Rock

Movie: "The Horse's Mouth"

CBS News Special
Journal

Nature ol Things

12:00

12:30

Arsenio Hell

Doctor

Jewel in the Crown

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

Lenny

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Night Court

Unsolved Mysteries

Personalities ABC News

Cur. Allan

Family Feud Wonder Y

All Purposes Business

MecNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Civil War

Civil War

Ideas

EastEnders

Yr. Show

Moscow

MacNetl/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Civil War

Civ. War

Ideas

Served

Painters

Ginsberg

Belvedere

Charles

Boss?

Mama

Movie: "Going Berserk

Star Trek: Next Gener

Barney M

Twilight Z

Movie: "Flying High

Boss?

Preview

Movie: "Fatal Beauty

News

M'A'S'H

Huntei

SportsCtr

HR Derby

Baseball

Gro Pains

Elm

Inside PGA

SportsLook

TMC

Fxstworks

Movie: "Chaaenge to Lassie"

THURSDAY EVENING
6:30

6:00

O
CD

Gro Pains

Movie: "Watchers

7:30

8:30

8:00

CBS News

PM Mag

Top Cops

On Road

Emergency

Adrienne Clark son

9:00
CODCO

10:30

Personalities ABC News

Cur Affair

Family Feud

Father Dowling Mysteries

Gabriel s Fire

All Purposes Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Civil War

Civil War

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Civil War

Belvedere

Charles

Boss'

Mama

Simpsons

Babes

Glory Days

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Gro Pains

Family Ties

Boss?

Preview

Simpsons

Babes

Glory Days

News

SportsLook

SportsCtr

LPBT Bowling: Delaware Open

Candid C.

is "2195

("Parly')
HARLEY DAVIDSON XLCH 1200 Sportater
(Fresh rebuilt motor)
$2900
MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE Red, whit* top »
interior
$4500
$4900

1976 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO Red, 2-door
Good transportation
$300

Civil War

352-7966

12:00

News

SCTV

Thafs-Boy

Edition

Lenny

12:30

Letterman

Litestories
Nightiine

Ideas

EastEnde-s

Yr Show

Ideas

Served

Songs From My Fair Lady

Barney M

TwHight Z.

M'A'S'H

Hunter

Baseball

SportsCtr

Boxing: Frank Tate vs Greg Everett
Movie: "Avenging Force"

Into Night

P O.V

Movie: "Kidnapped
Fall Guy
SpeedWeek

Auto Racing

Movie "Campus Man"

'

*************************

#WW

ASK US HOW EASY IT
IS TO SAY FAREWELL TO FLAT HAIR!
VaVoom Volumizing Treatments lor magmticent body and shine, without a lot ol curl. And
VaVoom Volume Generators'" lor easy home
care, plus high energy styling excitement
We have it all Just ask us1

C\ A #MT
^f A3#VL

Hoir Studl

°

ImiirrliiuiBr

(^■arnationd

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

$4.75 a dozen
Cash-n-Carry

141 W. Wooster

ANNETTE
OEWAR • TERI • PAULA • STEPHANIE •
Owner

$2196

11:30

Primetime Live

Only Matrix salons have VaVoom lor
today's active men and women

Transportation Specialists

11:00

Knots Landing

Tonight Show 28th Anniversary

"A Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master"

C^KKX^te^

1089 N. MAIN

Shooting

Movie: "Hit List"

News

Kids in the Hall

Cheers

DODGE MOTOR HOME

Baseball

Aisenio Ha'l

Cosby Show Oil. Work)

Last ol its kind

Flash

10:00

Night Court

1973 OLDSMOBILE 442

Fan Guy

Knots Landing

Ent. Tonight

Movie1 "Heart of Dixie"

Top Cops

9:30
Candid C

Flash

NBC News

was 3000

Into Night

SEPTEMBER 27,1990

7:00

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

1974 DODGE MOTOR HOME

Letterman
Nighttne

SportsCtr.

Major League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced

Movie: "Turner 8 Hooch

Trials ol Rosie O'Neill

Arsenio Hall

CBS News

ESPN Thbreds
TMC

Rick Dees

Mystery'

SEPTEMBER 26,1990

Family Ties

0D

|MOV*

Ideas

Letterman
Nighttne

Belvedere

The Adventures ol Baron ■hmeneusen" Cont'd

12:30

News

Man Alive

Coach

12:00
Arsenio Had

Good Night. Sweet Wile: A Murder in Boston

Roseanne

11:30
Newhart

69
89

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

1974

11:00

Good Night. Sweet Wile: A Murder in Boston" News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

TMC

1866

9:00

PM Mag

CBS MM

s
s

1965

8:30

8:00

CBS News

News

ID

News

7:00

t 9.00 OH Forms / '2.00 OH Haircut*
Hours: M-T 8:00-8:00 Fri 8:00-6:00 Sol 8:00-3:00

a34-»333

428 E. Wooster
353-1045
ttttttt***************'1'

*
*
*
*
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BGSUsplishin',splashin' '*
through Homecoming '90 I
Andrews, professor emeriti of HPER
They are also the persons for whom
the Recreation Center's pools are
named.

By Marl* Applln
It was 32 years ago thai
rock-n-roller Bobby Darin had college
students a spHshin' and a splashln' to
the beat. Today's BGSU students and
alumni are hoping to find that same
magic lor fun and good times as
"SpKsh. Splash. It's a Homecoming
Bash'' is presented Monday through
Saturday. Oct. 1-6.
Our 70th annual Homecoming
celebration will include a parade, two
dances, an art show, a theatre
production, a jazz concert and the
Homecoming football game against
the Bobcats of Ohio University.
Kickoff will be 1 30 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. 6, at Doyt Perry Field. The
Bobcats are in the midst of a rebuilding
year under first-year head coach Tom
Lichtenberg and the Falcons will be
making their 1990 home debut against
the Bobcats Tickets for the game
range from $3-$8 and can be
purchased at the Memorial Hall ticket
office or at the stadium the morning of
the game. Tickets are free to students
with a valid BGSU student ID.

Pep rally
The 1990 Homecoming Court win
be introduced at the 7 p.m. pep rally.
In addition, head football coach Moe
Ankney and several of his players are
expected to speak. Other participants
will include other fall sports coaches.
Freddie and Freida Falcon, the
cheerleaders and the Pommerettes.
The pep raHy will conclude with the
bonfire at 7:45 p.m.

Bash and dance
A SpUsh Splash Sports Bash will be
held 4 p.m. Friday, Oct. 5, on the
Intramural Fields and at the Recreation
Center The event is free and open to
an.
Friday night will feature a
Homecoming dance, which this year is
being billed as a "Homecoming Bash."
In addition to the music and open
dance floor, the bash will treat
students to a laser light show, a variety
show and a casino. It will be held 8
p.m. to midnight in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom of the Union.

Dive in; vote
Homecoming week begins in a very
aquatic way with the now-annual
Dlve-ln Movie beginning 8 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 1, in the Student
Recreation Center's Cooper Pool.
This year's movie is "Splash."
Admission Is free and inner tubes will
be provided.
Throughout the week, students will
be voting for this year's Homecoming
King and Queen, and the finalists win
be presented to the public at the
traditional Homecoming parade, which
wi be held Thursday. Oct 4.

Art show
The annual Homecoming Art Show
will premiere from 7.30-10 p.m.
Friday in the Off-Campus Student
Center, Moseley Had. The show can
also be viewed Saturday, Oct. 8. from
3:30-8 p.m. Admission is free.

Alumni dinner

Banners; parade
Homecoming events continue into
Wednesday with a banner judging
ceremony to be held at noon. The
judging will be in the Union Oval and all
are invited to attend.
At 10 a.m. Thursday. Oct. 4,
decorated windows all around campus
win be judged for content and
creativity. Later in the day. the floats to
be in the Homecoming parade will be
judged at 5:45 p.m. in the parking lot
by the Ice Arena.
The parade will begin following
judging, approximately at 8 p.m. in the
same parking lot. It will travel west on
Ridge Street and then north on North
College Drive to College Park, where a
pep ratty and bonfire will take place.
More than 85 units, including the
Falcon marching band, area high
school bands, floats and campus
organizations will participate in the
parade. Grand marshals for the parade

The first Alumni
Association-sponsored activity will be
held 6:30 p.m. Friday at the Holley
Lodge, 1630 E. Wooster Si . when
the association holds a dinner
honoring Drs and Mmes. Duane and
Margaret Tucker and Joseph and Zola
Buford as the 1990 recipients ot
Honorary Alumnus awards. Those
wishing to attend the dinner should call
the Alumni Association. 372-2701.
for reservations.

Dinner and show
There will also be a Black Alumni
Reception held Friday night, and a
Black Alumni Dinner on Saturday
Information regarding time, location.
and tickets can be obtained by calling
the Office of Multicultural Affairs.
372-8357
Friday evening's activities wi*
conclude with a Black Greek Council
Step Show at 9 p.m in the Northeast

'The Falcon Soars'
Saturday's events will begin at 8:30
a.m. when Dr Stuart Givens,
University history prolessor, will
discuss his book "The Falcon Soars."
The discussion will highlight the
people and events that shaped BGSU
history. The presentation will be held
in 1000 Business Administration and
is expected to last until 11 a.m. There
is a fee. and the pertinent information
is available through the Alumni
Association. 372-2701.

Alumni open house
The Alumni Association will sponsor
an open house at the Mileti Alumni
Center, beginning at 9 am A series of
special luncheons will be held for
graduates ot the 1920s and 1930s.
1940. 1950, 1960. 1965. 1970 and
1980 There will also be breakfasts
and luncheons for alumni ot various
Greek organizations and SIC SIC
Following the luncheons, attention will
turn to the stadium for the loolball
Falcon's first home game.
During pre-game and hatftlme
activities, the Homecoming King and
Queen will be crowned and Cherie
Orwig. a 1970 graduate of the
University and the vice president of
corporate communications at Miami
Valley Hospital, win be presented with
the 1990 Alumni Service Award.

Jazz concert
The annual Homecoming concert
will feature jazz great Clark Terry and
the "Alumni Big Band" at 8 p.m. In
Kobacker Had of the Moore Musical
Arts Center Tickets for the concert
are priced as $5. $7 and $9. and can
be purchased by calling the Kobacker
Hall Box Office, 372-8171.
Terry's career took off in the
mid-forties when he played wtth the
bands of Charlie Bamet, Charlie
Ventura and Eddie Vinson He joined
Count Basle's big band in 1948 and is
credited with influencing the careers
of Miles Davis and Quincy Jones. The
trumpet player became a featured
soloist In Duke Ellington's band in
1951. Later he became the first black
musician on NBC's musical staff and
was featured on "The Tonight Show."
Since leaving NBC. he has pursued a
career as a solo artist and directs the
Clark Terry Great Plains Jazz Camp
Homecoming activities will conclude
with a formal dance from 10 p.m. lo 2
a.m. In the Northeast Commons. The
dance Is sponsored by the Black
Student Union
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10 «jn. - Church Service
Christ Community Church,
Woman's Club, 134N Prospect

Neon - Howcomma. Deadline
King and queen apphcations due
UAO Office. third flow. Union

9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
"Recent Paper Works." by
University teacher Dorothy Linden
Free and open to al. Kennedy
Green Room. Moore Musical Arts
Center

10,11 :*> aJ«., 7 pjn. - Church
9 a.m.-6 p.m. - Senior PortraHa
Cal J 72-8086 for en appointment
Open to el seniors Sponsored by
The Key 28 West Han

St Thomea More Paneh. 42S
Thuraon

3-4:30 p.m. - Economics
Colloquium Serkaa
Capital Flow Offset Canarien
Monetary Policy " Or Larry Gwinn
of the economics department at
Wittenberg University will speak
Free and open to el 4000
DuHneoe Administration

CM

a and 10 p.m., Midnight - UAO
Morle
"Joe Versus the Volcano " $1 SO
with veld BGSU student 10 210
Math Sciences

10 e.m„ 9 p-m. - Church Servlcse
Deysprmg Assembly of God.
17 380 N Dixie Highway

9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Senior Portraits
Cal 372-8088 for an appointment
Open to al seniors Sponsored by
The Key 28 West Hal

10:30a.m.- Church Service
Agape Church ot Prayer United
Chrtstasn FekwaMp. 313 Thuraen
(Bible study at 9 30 a m )

6-7:30 p.m. - United Karate
System
BGSU Karate Club Open to al
Eppkw Center

10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Trinity United Methodist Church.
200 N Summit (Sunday achool at
9:16a.m.).

7 p.m. - Volleyball
BGSU at Wright state University
Dayton

119
CM

10:30 a.m., 8 p.m. - Church
Services
First Bapttet Church 749 S.
Winter garden

11a.m.- Church Service
Maumee Valley Units/ten
Unrversatst Congregation Schaler
Hal, 130 W Indiana, Perrysburg
{Religious education at 10a.m.).

3-6 p.m.-Fattiest 1M0
Highlights w* be musical
entertainment by Btizen and a
softbel tournament Free and open
to aU Sponsored by UAO
Intramural fields, next to Ice Arena
Ram site Eppter Center.

CM
CM

9 p.m. - Peace Coalition
Free and open to all. United
Christian Fellowship Center, 313
Thurstin.

MM

• to

"A Cultural Exchange:
Snaanxi Ohio Fan 90 ' Free and
open to el. Gallery. Fine Arts.
4:30 pjn. - Woman's Cross
Country
Ohio State Invitational Columbus

3 p.m. - Soccer
BGSU vs. Tulaa Free and open to
al Cochrane Flak).

7 p.m.-Volleyball
BGSU vs University of
UtmolaChicago AndersonArena
« and 10 p.m.. Midnight - UAO
Movie
'Joe Versus the Volcano." $1.60
with vaed BGSU etudent I D 210
Math Sciences

7:30-9:30 p.m. - College
Republicans
Free and open to al. 101 Business
Administration

MB a.m. - Cross Country
Women's team hosting Mel Brodt
Invitational Free and open to al.
DoytL Perry Stadium and Forrest
Creason Golf Course

CM

6-7:30 p.m. - United Kerala
System
BGSU Karate Club Open to all
Eppier Center.
7:30 p.m. - Thuraday Night Live
Free and open to al. Sponsored by
BGSU Bible Studies Presidential
Lounge. Ice Arena

va.m.-Sp.m.-ArtExMbrl
"Recent Paper Works." by
University teacher Dorotiy Linden
Free and open to al. Kennedy
Green Room. Moore Musical Ails
Center.
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Senior *rtra*ls
Cal 372-8086 for an aSoMment
Open to al seniors SpeAored by
The Key. 28 West Hal I

9:30,11 ajn." Chu,cn Services
St Marks Lutheran Church. 315
S College (Sunday school at 9 45
a.m.).

11:30a.m. -Church
St Thomee More Pariah. 425
Tnursan.

9 a.m. - Church Service
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028
West Pearl {Sunday school at
10 15a m I

CO
CM

9.11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church.
1506E Wooster

CM

M

9:30 e.m. - Church Servlca
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S.
Enterprise.

S

10 a.m. - Church Service
Prout Chapel

9 p.m. - Student Composers'
Forum
Bryen Recital Hal. Moore Mualcal
Arts Center.
8 p.m -Studentstor LMe
Free and open to al. Faculty
Lounge, Union.

3 p.m.-Soccer
BGSU vs. Marguette University
Free and open to al. Cochrane
Field

CM

s

"The Enemy Below." Free and
open to al 210 Math Sciences

9 e.m.-6 p.m. - Senior PortraIts
Cal 372-8086 for an appointment
Open to al seniors Sponsored by
The Key 28 West Hal

11:30 a.m. - Church Service
St. Thomas More Parish, 425
Thurstin

12:15 p.m.-Church Service
St. Thomas More Parish. 426
Thurstin

1-3:30 p.m. For hearing Impaired majors.
Education.

7:30 p.m. - VoMeybell
BGSU at University of Kentucky
Lexington.

3:30 p.m. - Department of
Biological Sciences Seminar
Bradley Floyd of Envirosphere
Company wi speak 11 2 Life
Science Building

7:30 pjn. - Planetarium Program
"The Voyager Encounters."
Concerns the Voyager spacecraft
and Its photographs 61 donation
Planetarium.

4 p.m. - Soccer
BGSU st Eastern Michigan
University. YpesanH
4 pjn. - University Placement

10 a.m. - Church Service
University Christian Church, 1040
Choral Rehearsal Hal, Moore
Musical Arts Center

First choice Interview stgn-upe.
N.E. Commons.

10 a.m. - Church Service
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S
Church

6 p.m. - University Placement
Services
First choice interview slgn-ups.
Forum. Education.

6:30 p.m. - Church Servlca
St AJoyslus Church. 150 S
Enterpnae.
7:45 and 10p.m., 12:15 a.m.- UAO Movie
"The Hunt for Red October "
$ 1 50 with valid BGSU student ID
210 Math Sciences
9 p.m.-1 a.m. - Dry Dock
Free and opentoal. Basement of
Harshman Quadrangle.

8,10 a.m. - Church Banrtcaa
"^■■Jl St Johns Episcopal Church. 1509
E. Wooster
8,10 a.m., Noon - Church
Services
St AJoyslus Church, 150 S.
Enterprise
8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services
St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 315
S. Coeege (Sunday achool al 9:46
a.m.).
9,11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church.
1506 E. Wooater.

CO
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7:45 and 10 p.m., 12:15 a.m. •UAO Monte
"The Hunt for Red October."
61 50 with valid BGSU student ID
210 Math Sciences
9 p.m.-1 a.m. - Dry Dock
Free and open to al. Basement of
Harshman Quadrangle

9:30 a.m. - Church Service
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S.
Enterpriee
9:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church

CO

6:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. - GLa»A
Great Lakes Merscholastic Press
Association's amvjal Fal High
School Journaksm Workshop

3:30-4:20 p.m. - Study Skills Lab
Workshop.
Strategic reeding and note taking.
Cal 372-8840 to register. 213
Moseiey.

4 p.m. - Church Service
St. Thomas More Parish. 425
Thurstin.

6:46 p.m. - Lenhert Claaslc Film

10-11:30 a.m. - A dvl semen I
For hearing impaired majors. 444
Education.

«. 10 a.m., Noon - Church
Service*
St. Atoysiua Church. 150 S
Enterprise.

CO

9 p.m. - Mualcal Crossroads
Series
Indian flutist Hartprsssd Chaurasia
wil perform Tickets available for
$5. S3 for students, noon to 6
weekdays at the box office. Bryan
Recital Hall. Moore Musics! Arts
Center

9 a.m.-fi p.m. - Senior Portraits
Cal 372-8086 for an appointment.
Open to al seniors. Sponsored by
The Key. 28 West Hal

Noon - Tricycle Race
Entry fee $15. Sponsored by Alpha
XI Delta Student Services Parking
Lot.
12:30 p.m.(EST) - Football
BGSU at Bal State University.
Muncie. Ind.

6:15 p.m. - Church Servlca
St. Thomas More Parish, 425
Thurstin.

9:30 p.m. - Progressive Student
Organization
Meeting. Free and open to al
United Christian Fellowship Center.
313 Thurstin

9 p.m. - Fac u Ity Art I si Series
Violinist Paul Makara and pasniat
Frances Burnett wW perform. Free
and open to al Kobacker Hal.
Moore Mualcal Arts Center.

1.10 a.m.-Church!
St Johns Episcopal Church. 1509
E Wooater

CM

4:00-4:50 p.m. - Study Skills Lab
Workshop.
Strategic reading and note taking.
Cal 372-8840 to register 213
Moseiey.

9 p.m. - College Democrats
Free and open to al. 110 Business
Administration

9 p.m. - Menonlta Fellowship and
Worehlp
Meal at 6 p.m , teeowehlp at 7 p m.
Open to al Free chid cere
available United Christian
Feeowship Center, 313 Thursttn.

5 p.m. - Men' s Cross Country
Ohio State Invitational Columbus

9 a-m. - Cross Country
Men's team hosting Mel Brodt
Invitational and Miami Dual. Free
and open to ell. Doyt L. Perry
Stadium and Forrest Creason Golf
Course.

9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Senior Portraits
Cat 372-8088 for an appointment.
Open to al seniors. Sponsored by
The Key 28 West Hal

6:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality
Group
Free and open to al 217 W.
Washington St

11 a.m., 7p.m.-Church Semces
New Horizon Pentecostal Church
of God, 620 Second St. (Sunday
school at 10a.m.)

9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Chinese Art

7 p.m. - Solid Rock Christian
Fellowship
Meeting Free and open to al.
Prout Chapel.

8 p.m. - Pisnetarlum Program
"The Voyager Encounters."
Concerns the Voyager spacecraft
and Its photographs. $1 donation
Planetarium.

11 a.m.-Church Servlca
FoursQuare Gospel Church 205
Sandrtdge

1 p.m -Football
BGSU at Central Michigan
University Ml Pleasant

7:30 p.m. - Freshman Bible Study |
Free and open to si United
Christian Fellowship Center. 313
Thurstin

Bp.m.-FecultyAitUtSerles
"An Evening of Classical Jazz."
Guitarist Christopher BuzzeMI.
percussionist George Hindenach
and asactrlc bassist Kevin Eikum
wil perform. Free and open to al.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center

6 p.m. - Eating Disorder Program
Learn about symptoms, causes,
effects, and treatments of eating
disorders. A recovering buKmic wtl
give her personal story. Free and
open to al. Sponsored by Student
HeaWi Services. Womens Heerth
Program, and the Ohio Department
of Health Faculty Lounge, Union.

10:45 ajn. - Church Service
Deliverance Tabernacle Church ot
God. 17202 N. Mercer (Sunday
school at 9:30 a.m.).

3p.m. -Volleyball
BGSU vs Brooklyn. Free and open
to all Cochrane Field

9 a.m., 6 p.m. - Tennis
Women's learn at Milwaukee
University

lp.m.-N.S.S.L.H.A.
National Student Speech Language
and Hearing Association Free and
opentoal i05SouthHal

10:45 a.m. - Church Service
First Christian Church, 875
Haskms (Sunday achool at 9:30
am )
Noon-MudTug
Entry tee $ 15 per team
Sponsored by Pi Beta Phi and
Sigma Phi EpsKon College Park

6p.m.-Beta Beta Beta
Biological Honorary Society. Free
and open to al 112 Ufa Science

First Baptist Church. 749 S.
Wlntergarden.
10a.m. -Tennis
Women's teem at Milwaukee.
10 a.m.-Church!
University Christian Church, 1040
Choral Rehearsal Hal, Moore
Musical Arts Center
10 a.m. - Church Senrtce
First Preebytertan Church, 126 S.
Church.
10 a.m.-Church Service
Christ CornmunKy Church,
Women's Club. 134 N. Prospect.
10,11:30 a.m.. 7 p.m. - Church
Services
St. Thomas More Parish, 426
Thuraon.
10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services
Deysprtng Assembly of God,
1 7380 N Dixie Highway.
10:30 a.m. - Church Service
Agepe Church of Prayer. United
Chrietlan Feeowship, 313 Thurstin
(Bible etudy at 9:30 a.m.).
10:30 a.m.-Church Service
Trinity United Methodist Church,
200 N Summit (Sunday school si
9:15 a.m)
10:30 a.m.-Church Service
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028
Weal Pearl (Sunday achool at 9:16

u4

10:45 s.m. - Church Santo*
First Christian Church, 875
Hasklne.

8 p.m. - Collage Democrats
Free and open to al. 110 Business
Adrninlatratlon

10:45 a. m. - Church Santo*
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of
God. 1 7202 N. Mercer (Sunday
school at 9 30 a m )

8:30 p.m. - Progressive Student
Organization
Free and open to all United
Christian Fellowship Center, 313
Thurstin.

4:00-4:50 p.m. - Study Skills Lab
Workshop
Time management Call 372 8840
to register 213 Moseley

11 a.m. - Church S*rvto*
Maumee Valley Unitarian
Universalist Congregation. Senator
Hal. 130 W. Indiana, Perrysburg
(Religloua education at 10 a.m ).
11 a.m. - Church Santo*
Foursquare Gospel Church 205
Sandridge

10 a.m.-4 p.m. - Homecoming
King and Queen elections. Union
Foyer

10 a.m.-4 p.m. - Homecoming
King and Queen elections. Union
Foyer.
11 :)0 a.m. - Church Santo*
St. Thomas Mora Penan. 426
Thurstin.
7:30 p.m. - Phi Alpha Oelta
Pr*-lew fraternity. Fr** and open to
af. 101 Business Administration.

5:45 p.m. - Homecoming
Float Judging. Ice Arena parking
lot.

Noon - Homecoming
Banner judging Union Oval.

6 p.m. - M*nonlta Fellowship and
Worship
Meal at 6 p.m.. felowshtp at 7 p.m.
Open to all. Free child care
available. United ChnSHan
Fellowship Center. 313 Thurstin

t p.m. - Bryan Chamber Sarlas
The Bowling Green Brass Quintet
wil perform. Free and open to al
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical
Arts Center.

5:15 p.m. - Church Service
St. Thomas More Parish. 425
Thurstin.

11:30 ajn. - Church Santo*
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425
Thurstin.

6 p.m. - Church Santo*
Pentecostal Young People's
Association. 620 Second St

6:30-9 p.m. - Mlnl-Conlarance
"Educational Issues What are we
learning and why?" Conrad
Prftscher. professor of education
wil speak Free and open to aH
Sponsored by the Graduate
Student Senate United Christian
Feeowship Center. 313 Thurstin.

4-5 p.m. - Jerome Library
Minority and International
Student Welcome
Free to those who received
invitations. Sposored by th*
Multicultural Affairs Committee and
Jerome Library Conference room.
Jerome Library.

10-11:30 a.m.-Advisement
PJ'M For hearing Impaired majors 444
f^S Education.

11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services
New Horizon Pentecostal Church
ol God. 620 Second St (Sunday
achoolat 10 a.m.)

8-7:30 p.m. - United Karate
System
BGSU Karate Club Open to all
Eppier Center

1-3:30 p.m. - Advisement
For hearing Impaired majors. 444
Education.

ajaa*
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7:30 p.m. - Thursday Night Livs
Free and open to al. Sponsored by
BGSU Bible Studies Presidential
Lounge, Ice Arena.
7:45 p.m. - Homecoming
Bonfire. Colege Park.

4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline
Entries due tor men's flag footbal.
Play begins October 15.108
Student Recreation Center.

8 p-m. - Theatre Production
Neil Simon's "Barefoot In the Park."
Tickets are $4 for students and
senior citizens and $6 for others.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. University

4 p.m. - University Placement
Services
First choice Interview aign-upa.
N.E. Commons.

8:45 p.m. - Lenhart Classic Film
Series. Hitchcock Month
"Lifeboat." Free and open to all
210 Math Sciences

6 p.m.- University Placement
First choice Interview sign-up*
Forum, Education.

Noon - Falcon Club Luncheon
Ice Arena Lounge.

7:00 p.m. - MM Week Prays*
Frst Baptist Church, 748 S.
Winter garden.

■ p.m. - Students tor Life
Free and open to al. Faculty
Loung*. Union.

7:30 p.m. - Freshman Biota Study
Free and open to al. United
Christian Fellowship Center, 313
Thurstin.

8:30 p.m. - Open Share
Free and open to al. United
Christian Feaowarap Center, 313
Thurstin.

7:30*30 p.m.-CoH*ge
Republicans
Free and open to al. 101 Business
Administration

2 p.m. - Cross Country
Men's team at Notre Darn*
Invitational.
4 p.m. - Homecoming
SpUsh Splash Sports Bash.
Intramural competition BO va Ohio
University Intramural fields and
Student Recreation Center.
4 p.m. ~ Poetry Reading
LWan Aeon of Canada wd read her
poetry. Free and open to al
Sponsored by the Graduate
Student Senate Bryan Recital Hal.
Moore Musical Arts Center.

7:304 p.m. - History Society
T. V. room. Commuter Center,
basement ol Moseley

10a.m.-4 p.m.-Homecoming
King and Queen elections Union
Foyer.
8-7:30 p.m. - United Karal*
System
BGSU Karat* Club. Open to al
Eppier Center.
7 p.m. - Solid Rock Christian
Fallow ship
Meeting Free and Open to al.
Prout Chapel.
7:30 p.m. - Amnesty International
Free and open to al 305 Moseley
• p.m.-Student Jan Concert
Free and open to al Bryan Recital
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center

CM
■
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8 p.m. - Planetarium Program
"The Voyager Encounters."
Concerns the voyager spacecraft
and Ms photographs $1 donation.
Planetarium.
9 p.m.-PeaceCoalition
Free and open to all United
Christian Feeowship Cants*. 313
Thurstin

» p.m. -Faculty Artist Series
Soprano Ann Corngan. pianist
Vincent Corrigan, and tenor
Norman Wurgler wat perform. Free
and open to al. Bryan Recital Hat.
Moore Musical Arts Center
8 p.m. - Homecoming
"Where the Boys Are." Free and
open to at. Sponsored by UAO.
210 Math Sciences
8 p.m. - Sport (Management
AHIence
Tom Gorman from th* University
Plecement Office wil apeak about
writing resumes Open to members
oftheallence. 113Bueinoas

9 p.m. - Circle K Meeting
Alumni Room. Union

aaat^J

in

5 p-m. - Soccer
BGSU at Womena' Federal Savings
Bank Soccer Classic Cleveland
Slate University.
5:30 p.m. - Homecoming
Kappa Sigma welcome reception
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Program
"The Voyager Encounters "
Concerns the Voyager spacecraft
and its photographs $1 donation
Planetarium.
7:30-10 p.m. - Art E.hlbH
Off Campua Student Center,
Moseley Hal.
6 p.m. - Theetre Production
Neil Simon's "Barefoot in th* Park."
Tickets $6. $4 tor students end
senior citizens Eva Marie Saint
Theatre. University Hal
»p.m.-UAO»
The Little Mermaid." $1.60 wrth
vaad BGSU student ID. 210 Math
Sciences
8 p.m. - Homecoming
Pin Delta Theta Homecormng
dance.
8 p.m. - Homecoming
Kappe Sigma model Initiation
8 p.m. — Homecoming
Black Greek Cound Step Show
Eppier South.

8, 10 s.m. - Church Services
St John's Episcopal Church. 1509
E Wooater

10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Movie
"Monty Python's the Meaning of
Lite." $ 1 50 with valid BGSU
Student I D 210 Math Sciencos

8,10 a.m., Noon - Church
Services
St Aloyslus Church, 150 S
Enterprise

• a.m. - Homecoming
Beta Theta Pi breakfast
9 a.m. - Homecoming
Phi Mu brunch,
9:30 a.m. - Homecoming
Gamma Phi Beta coffee and
conversation
10 a.m. - Croea Country
Women's team vs. Miami, Indiana,
Ball State, and Central Michigan
Miami University. Oxtord

7 p.m. - Homecoming
Pep rally Homecoming Court
announced. Prizes, cheerleaders,
radio personalities College Park.

3:30-4:20 p.m. - Study Skills Lab
Workshop.
Time management Call 372-8840
to register 213 Moseley.

7:00 p.m. - Prayer Mealing
Agape Church of Prayer. United
Chrlaoan Feeowship. 313 Thurstin

W~~~\

10 a.m. - Homecoming
Kappa Delta open house
■

8 p.m - Theetre Production
Neil Simon s Barefoot in th* Park "
Tickets are $4 for students and
senior citizens and 56 for others
Eva Marie Saint Theatre, University
Hal

1:30-10:30 p.m. - Homecoming
Zeta Beta Tau reception

Homecoming
Alpha Sigma Phi breakfast

8:15 p.m. - Homecoming
Parade Ridge and North Colege

3:30 p.m. - Department ot
Biological Sciences Seminar
"Immunochemical Approaches to
Biological Research." The speaker
wil be Richard 0. Lan of the
Department of Anatomy at Medical
College of Ohio 112 Life Science
Buading

6 p.m. - Homecoming
"Splash " Free and open to af.
Sponsored by UAO. Cooper Pool.
Student Recreation Center.

5-12 p.m
Homecoming Butt Dancing and
video laser light show Prize
Giveaway Free adnttsaion with a
Homecoming button $ 1 without
button Sponsored by the
Homecoming Committee and the
University Activities Organization
Lenhart Grand Bafcoom. Union

4 pjn. - Intramural Deadline
Entries due for women's flag
footbal Play begins October 16.
108 Student Recreation Center.

10 a.m. - Homecoming
Kappa Kappa Gamma brunch.
10:30 a.m. - Homecoming
Zeta Beta Tau picnic.
10:30 a.m. - Homecoming
Alpha Gamma Delta brunch, open
house
I0:30s.m.-12:30p.m. - Homecoming
Alpha Omicron Pi open house.
11 a.m. - Homecoming
Gamma Phi Beta buffet Lunch.
II a.m.-Homecoming
Delta Gamma cookout and open
house.
11 a.m.-4 p.m. - Homecoming
Delta Zeta open house
Noon - Homecoming
Beta Theta PI Cookout
12 p.m -2 p.m - Homecoming
PI Beta Pi lunch
1:30 p.m.-Football
Homecoming Welcome back to
school day BGSU va. Ohio
University. Doyt L. Perry Field.
3:30 p.m. - Homecoming
Phi Delta Theta pig roast
3:30-8 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Off Campua Student Center.
Moseley Hal
4-7 p.m. - Homecoming
Sigma Phi Epslton recaption.
Falcon Plaza Inn.
5 p.m. - Soccer
BGSU vs New Mexico Womens'
Federal Savings Bank Soccer
Classic Cleveland Slat* University
7 p.m.-Mkjnlght - Homecoming
Zeta Beta Tau dance Winter garden
Lodge.
7 p.m. - Homecoming
Beta Theta PI banquet Hoeday Inn.
7:30 p.m. - Homecoming
Kappa Sigma banquet. Ramada Inn
7:30 pjn. - Homecoming
Alpha Sigma Phi dinner Hid dance
Maumee River Yacht Club
7:30 p-m.-VoUeybell
BGSU at Wealem Michigan
University. Kalamazoo.
8 p.m. — Homecoming
Trumpet player Clerk Terry and the
Alumni Big Band w* play. Tickets
S6. $7 and 88 with a $2 diecount
for students Kobacker Hal. Moore
Musical Arts Center

8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services
St Mark's Lutheran Church. 315
S Colegv (Sunday school at 9 45
a.m ).
9 a.m. - Homecoming
Beta Theta Pi Golf Scramble
9 a m - Church Service
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028
Weat Peart (Sunday school at
10 15am )
8,11 a.m. - Church Services
First United Methodist Church.
1506E Wooater
9:30 a.m. - Church Santo*
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S.
Enterprise
1 o a.m. - Church Service
Prout Chapel.
10 a.m. - C h ur c h Service
University Christian Church, 1040
Choral Rehearsal Hal. Moore
Musical Arts Center
10 a.m. - Church Santo*
Fust Presbyterian Church. 128 S
Church
10 a.m. - Church Santo*
Christ Community Church.
Women's Club, 134 N. Prospect
10,11:30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church
Services
SI Thomas Mora Parish, 426
Thurstin
10 a.m.. 6 pjn. - Church Services
Dayapring Assembly of God,
17360 N. Dude Highway.
10:30 a.m. -Homecoming
Phi Delta Theta golf outing
10:30a.m.-Church I
Agape Church ol Prayer United
Chriehan Feeowerap. 313 Thurstin
(Bible study at 9:30 am I
10:30 a.m. - Church Servlc e
Trinity United Methodist Church.
200 N Summit (Sunday school at
9:16 a.m.).
10:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church
Services
First Baptist Church 749 S.
Wkitergarden.
10:45 a.m. - Church Servlc•
First Christian Church. 875
HaaWns (Sunday school al B 30
a.m.).
10:45 a jn. - Church lento*
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of
God. 17202 N Mercer (Sunday
school at 9 30 a m I
11 ajn. - Homecoming
Kappa Sigma tarewel reception.
11 a.m. - Church Service
Maumee Veaey Unitarian
Univeraaliat Congregation Schaser
Hal. 130 W Indiana. Perrysburg
(Reigtoue education at 10 a.m ).
11 a.m - Church Service
Foursquare Gospel Church 206
Sandridge.
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church !
New Horizon Peniecoetal Church
of God. 620 Second SI (Sunday
achoolat 10 a.m.)
2 p.m. - Theetre Production
Nel Slmon'e "Barefoot In the Park."
Tk**t**4 for students and senior
cltizena. $8 for others Eva Mane
Saxit Theatre, Unrverarty Hal
3 pjn. - Menonrts Fellowship and
Worship
Meal al 6 p m . lesowehip at 7 p m
Open to al Free chad care
available United Chrietian
Feeowship Center. 313 Thurstin.

PiKapp effort rallies
campus for disabled
By M.lltM Henry
Editor
It's 4:15 a.m. on a Wednesday
morning. The air Is chilly and a
slight drizzle dampens the ground
A solitary figure circles the Union
Oval, pushing a lonely, empty
wheelchair. The name ot the figure
Is not Important. What Is important
is that he Is a member of PI Kappa
Phi fraternity, and that PUSH week
has returned to BGSU
PUSH week is an annual
philanthropy event tor the campus
fraternity, and this year It Is Monday
through Friday. Oct. 1 -5. Members
of the fraternity win be pushing a
wheelchair around the Oval for 100
consecutive hours, as a tribute to

the handicapped. There will be a
basket on the wheelchair for
passers-by to drop donations, and
the sororities on campus will be
collecting quarters from students,
staff and visitors to aid the cause.
The Bowling Green chapter of Pi
Kappa Phi is one of the leading
national fundralsing chapters of the
fraternity, and the Alpha Phis have
consistently been the highest
contributor of all the Greek
organizations on campus The
money raised in Bowling Green and
throughout the country benefits
mentally and physically
handicapped children, most of
whom are children. PUSH units,
costing $25.000$30.000 each,
are built with the funds. The units

are room-sized and have different
sensory-stimulating stations that
both challenge the children and
give them perceptions they might
not otherwise receive. For
example, technological advances
have created a screen enabling
blind children to experience the
sensation ot light. These units
create positive effects on the
children with access to them.
"There's a person inside (each
handicapped child) that can't get
out due to the physical limitations of
the body." Brad Snedeker,
assistant PUSH chairman, said
"When we break through to one of
these kids, then we've achieved
success."
In addition to the wheelchair and
the sorority quarter races, a PI
Kappa Phi male review will perform
at Uptown Wednesday night. Oct.
3. All tips received by the dancers
wiH go toward the PUSH project A
dunking booth In front of the Union
is also a possibility.
The project began In 1978. after

the PI Kapps began looking for a
philanthropy to call their own. Their
research revealed a problem that
was yet untapped, the lack of funds
being given to improve conditions
at children's hospitals, especially in
the area of mental retardation.
Since then, the project has

expanded to include a bicycle tour
(PUSH America) from San
Francisco to Washington DC, a
puppet show featuring disabled and
non-disabled puppets, and a
partnership with Camp Burnt Gin. a
camp for children with disabilities
and counselors from the fraternity.

Photoa featured throughout this Issue courtesy Office of Public Relations

New theatre season
"Barefoot" for kickoff

Voyager a shining star
in autumn galaxic show

The 1990-91 BGSU theatre season
opens Thursday. Oct 4, with
"Barefoot In the Park." a comedy by
Neil Simon. The production will be
presented in the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre at 8 p.m. Thursday through
Saturday. Oct 4-6 and Oct. 11-13,
with a matinee at 2 p.m. on Sunday.
Oct. 7. Tickets are $4 for students
and senior citizens and $6 for others,
and are available at the University Hall
box office
"Barefoot in the Park" is a comedic
look at the start of married life After a
six-day honeymoon. Paul and Corie
Bratter move Into an overpriced, sixth
floor walk-up apartment Their initial
joy and enthusiasm is tempered by the
apartment's lack ot heat and space.
Cone's romantic intentions are
countered by Paul's practical
concerns for comfort and his work,
and when her exuberant spontaneity

Despite the trouble with certain
parts ot the United States space
program, the spacecraft Voyager has
been a shining success, and that Is the
focus of the new fall program at the
BGSU planetarium, "The Voyager
Encounters."
Since Voyager was launched in
1977, the spacecraft has orbitted
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.
While In flight, it has photographed
these planets, their moons, satellites
and rings "The Voyager Encounters"
examines both the spacecraft itself
and the photographs it has taken. The
show was written and produced by
Loch Ness Productions, which also
produced "The Mars Show."
presented at the planetarium in 1988
Dr. Dale Smith, director of the

conflicts with his sense of
responsibility, the newlyweds are in
for a few bumpy-and hilarious days.
Directed by Dr. Allen Kepke, chair of
the University's theatre department,
the play features Usa Borer Hansen, a
senior theatre major from Bowling
Green, as Corie Bratter, and Mark E.
Wethington. a senior theatre major
from Fremont, as Code's husband
Paul.
Also featured are Philip J. Florian
Jr., a senior biology major from
Westlake. and Teressa Strasser, a
theatre mafor from Upper Sandusky In
the roles of Victor Velasco, the
eccentric neighbor, and Mrs. Banks.
Code's mother, respectively. Thomas
R. PuHin of WestervHe and Craig Houk
of EUwood City appear as the
telephone repairman and the delivery

WSA parties
bridges gap

The World Student Association
has proposed a plan to combat
potential homesickness and
loneliness ofstudents on campus;
Pettlford. and cut more than 100
they're having a party.
records with jazz greats such as
The welcome back party will be
Sonny Rollins and John Coltrane
held tonight, Sept. 21, from 9 p.m.
A new series Is being brought to
The final concert of the 1990-91
to 1 a.m. There will be dancing,
campus this year, entitled "Jazz at
series will be the group Oregon, which pizza and various ice breakers and
BGSU," and presented jointly by the
blends jazz, classical, and world-music international games A DJ wiP be
College ol Musical Arts, Residence
forms The performance will be given
spinning Top 40 hits from America,
Life and the Department of Ethnic
on Saturday, April 27.
as well as popular music of other
Studies. The first conceri ol the series
All concerts are held in Kobacker
countries represented by
will be Clark Terry's Homecoming
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center, at 8
University students.
performance Composer and
p.m.
The dance Is free and open to all,
trombonist Slide Hampton will appear
and students unfamiliar with WSA
with the University's Jazz Lab Bands in
should not feel intimidated by not
the semester's other performance
knowing anyone, insists group
Saturday, Nov 17, under the dirctlon
The 1990-91 Bryan Chamber
president Julie Auflman.
Series will get underway 8 p.m.
of David MeUe
"It's fun to meet other people,"
During most of the 1970s. Hampton Sunday. Sept. 30, with a performance she said. "A lot of people come to
ol
the
BG
Brass
Quintet
performed in Europe, returning to the
the dance expecting to meet new
United States in 1978 He then began
Members of the quintet include
people, and there's always lots of
Edwin Baits and George Novak,
Immediately to reestablish himself and
friendly people there."
in 1981 was named one of the top five trumpets; Herbert Spencer, French
Some of the games planned will
pop/jazz acts by "The Boston Globe."
horn; Paul Hunt, trombone; and Ivan
be used specifically for people to
In addition to performing and
Hammond, tuba All are University
become acqualted with one
teaching across the country, Hampton faculty.
another. In hopes that many new
Future programs in the series
Is director of the Collective Black
friendships will be formed, thus
include a mixed chamber concert
Artists Ensemble and the Manhattan
building bridges between the
entitled "Impressionism" Sunday, Oct different cultures here on campus.
Plaza Jazz Composers Orchestra In
21. appearances by the BG String
New York.
WSA has other events planned to
Quartet Sunday, March 17, and Venti
Spring semester's line-up is equally
promote cultural awareness
da Camera, the faculty woodwind
as impressive, beginning with Tommy
throughout the year, including an
Flanagan on Saturday. March 2.
quintet. Sunday, April 21. The final
International Festival in November,
1991 Flanagan began his career with program will be a mixed chamber
and later, the annual International
Miles Davis. Cole Hawliris-and Oscat •' concert Sunday, May 5.
.M.i
W

planetarium, said that the first portion
ot the show describes the Voyager
spacecraft and explains how it
operates The main segment then
utilizes photographs actually taken by
Voyager to provide a visual tour ot
Earth's neighbors, he added. The
viewer wM be able to see such things
as rings around all tour planets and
Neptune's icy volcanoes
The show can be seen 8pm
Tuesdays and Fridays, and 7:30 p.m.
on Sundays now through Sunday,
Oct.7, and from Sunday, Oct.21,
through Sunday. Nov. 18.
There win also be a matinee
performance on Saturday Nov. 10, at
2 p.m. In accordance with Parents
Day. A $ 1 donation is requested at the
door for each show.

Parents' show
approaching

Notes on musical series

Tickets are slid available for the 15th
annual BGSU Parents Day Show
featuring singer Made Osmond
Saturday, Nov 10. The $ 15 reserved
seats for the show are nearly sold out,
but plenty of $11 and $7 reserved
seats remain, according to Larry
Weiss, associate vice president of
university relations and director of
alumni affairs.
Opening the 8 p.m. show in
Anderson Arena win be the Wallace
DePue family of Bowling Green.

A chamber collection

Maria Osmond
lomtim tan* titu umimsirr

All tickets can be purchased through
the Alumni Association at the MUetl
Alumni Center during regular business
hours.

8REEN
Green Sheet Is published by the Bowling Green State University
Office of Student Pubications for students, faculty and staff.
The next issue of Green Sheet win be published Oct. 5. It wUI cover
events occuring Oct. 8 through Oct. 21. The deadline to submit
information for that issue is noon Wednesday, Oct. 3.
All events must be submitted in writing to the Green Sheet editor,
210 West Hall There Is no charge to have an item listed.
Editor. Melissa Henry
Calendar; Tom Rodda
Production Lisa Clesinskl
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